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JOTTINGS
from
Jo's
Notebook
Plenty Dreamers
am
sure
I
that a lot of you who subscribe
to the Memphis Commercial Appeal saw the
article, in it Sunday about the long, hard
struggle encountered by the people of Mountain View, Ark, to get themselves a center to
commemorate the culture of their community.
I just happened to see the article, lost it,
and called Ruth Covington to ask if she might
have an extra one so that I could publish it in
this week's paper. It is on page 6. Ruth said
she had seen it, saved it with my name on it,
because she was reminded of the hopes I, and
many others have had for a Latin-American
Friendship Center here.
So many people have commented on the
success of this year's Festival. Think how
beautiful it would have been had all of our
events been held in that "beautiful hope" of a
Friendship Center? rather than at the High
School auditorium.
It takes some local money to bring this
project into being. If only the Fulton City
Commission would take this project and run
with it, we could have ourselves something to
leave our children and grandchildren instead
of a run-of-the-inill, new city hall which could
be incorporated in the Friendship Center
with some hard planning.
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Fulton, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky

A News Analysis
By The Editors

IN THE PROPOSED SWITCH of business locations on West State Line, the E. W. James
Supermarket would move to a new, enlarged building double the size of the present Fulton Discount store, in the far right, and utilize the entire frontage In front of the Fine station shown
by the dark black line. However, this area would not provide sufficient parking space off
street.

So it can be said of the perfectly wonderful First Annual Kentucky Lake Folk Festival
at Kenlake last week-end.
We went to enjoy the Festival, along with
about 19,999 other people Saturday night. It
was a smashing success. There has always
been some thought among West Kentucky
tourist interests to hold the first Folk Festival
in connection with the Banana Festival, but
the overtures made to me have always been
declined with the answer that we just didn't
have the facility to house such a crowd.
A Folk Festival, the Peter Neroes the
Lionel Hamptons, the Duke Ellingtons, almost any kind of Broadway road show could
come to Fulton many times during the year
with such a facility, to say nothing of the yearround visits from Latin-American interests to
see the exhibits, etc.
More Evidence of Need
Will the tourist trade stop here if we had
that Friendship Center? Margaret Hall at the
Purchase Parkway Welcome Center can answer that one for us.
Over the week-end the Fulton Rotary
Club furnished coffee and dough-nuts to
travelers stopping at the Welcome Center in
order to give some assistance to halting holiday traffic accidents.
"There was a constant stream of motorists who stopped at the Center," Margaret
said, "and visited with us and who were
shocked that people of a community would be
so thoughtful for the welfare of persons they
didn't even know," she added.
Margaret also said that she directed people from many, many states from the Parkway to the Banana Festival this year who had
heard about the event from some place or another.
Friendship Centers are made of dreams
had by the people of Mountain View, Ark.
Ah,sweet dreams. Ten years of them.
Selling The President
I have devoted a good deal of time lately
catching up on the reading I had to put aside
this summer for other endeavors. I have just
finished reading Bill Wilcox's "Selling Of The
President 1968," which depicts the propaganda machine in operation during Richard
Nixon's try for the presidency four years ago.
Continued on Page 2

The Fulton City Commission is faced with
the problem today of defining its yardstick for
the progress and development of this community.

necessarily have to be extended
across the present grassy lot
behind the Fins station to McDade street.

It is faced with the challenge of whether tc
entice more businesses to the city, to expand its
property assessments rolls, to bring in more industries within its city limits and thereby bring
in rhore payroll tax revenue, or whether to permit personal and private considerations to influence their public demonstrations of community
growth and hold it back.

The construction of this proposed lot is being objected to,
and that could be the stumbling
block that will block the entire
series of moves.
But the failure to build a parking lot in an area zoned R-2
(a medium density of residences) may do this tothis community:

We refer specifically to the matter now pend- --The community would lose
one of its largest businesses;
ing before the Fulton City Commission, its build- (The
James family has ining inspector and its Board of Zoning Adjust- dicated they will leave the twin
cities
if a location cannot be
ment, regarding a request from Max McDade to
found in Kentucky to house their
construct a parking lot behind the present Fulton grocery
business.)
Discount Store in order to accomodate the present intentions of E. W. James and Sons to move --Fulton, where E. W.James
to move to the present,
into Kentucky from their present location across. wishes
but expanded location of the
the street on the Tennessee side of the border.
Fulton Discount store, would
lose the added property assesmic factors of competing for the sment and taxes that the exgrocery dollar.
panded business assessment
E. W. James and Sons WANTS would bring:
to stay in this community.They
--Fulton would lose the antihave been good citizens; loyal
boosters of the twin cities and cipated payroll of some 25 emits community projects, it is ployees and the resulting rea family business whose bus- venue from payroll taxes, esiness operations have been con- timated at about $2000.00 per
ducted in the manner of a large year;
and devoted family.
--The West State line area
The McDade interests have
worked out a very feasibile ar- would lose a golden opportunity
rangement with three business to have a clean, modern shopthat area,
interests involved that permit ping area stabilized in
all three of them to stay in the close to downtown;
community, but switch their lo--Fulton merchants would
cations from one side of the
face the possibility of 'seeing
border to another.
giant supermarket
They propose to move Fulton another
Discount Store tothe Tennessee eventually built out on the outThe Fulton-South Fulton Bus- side to the present E. W.James skirts of the city, bringing with
iness and Professional Wo- buildtng; move the Fins station it other retail outlets and atmen's Club which held its regTopsessee aide adjacent tracting eventual retail traffic
ular meeting Tuesday night,er"to the prevent E. W. James away from the downtown area;
nounced that it is sponosring parking lot, double the size of
the Arthritis Foundation Fund the present Fulton Discount
--The Fulton City IndepenRaising Drive in Fulton.
building on the Kentucky side dent School District, already
Mrs. Mozelle Green is chair- and provide it with sufficient faced with the loss of property
man of the drive with Mrs. Do!- parking lot space to accom- assessments because of the
lie Morgan as co-chairman and modate it. There would not be $6500 exemption for persons
Miss Trecia Pursell as Victory enough space left adjacent to over 65, would lose additional
March chairman. Serving as the Kentucky building to ac- property assessments with the
treasurer for the drive is Mrs. commodate the overflow num- loss of the proposed expansion,
L. M. McBride andSpecial Gifts ber of vehicles that sometimes and possible loss of other busChairman is Mrs. Ruth Blay- require parking, so the lot would inesses in the area.
lock.
The move by E. W. James and
Sons into Kentucky is contemplated because of the removal in
Kentucky on October 1, of the
five cents sales tax on foods.
It is a critical decision having
to be made by many border town
grocery stores and supermarkets in order to meet the
fierce competition, and econo-

Why don't all of you who have visions for
posterity talk to the Fulton mayor and city
commissioners about a combined Friendship
Center and City Hall.
Folk Festival

Number 36

Failure To Build Parking Lot Means
Loss To Economy And Tax Revenues

The local money could come from the
proposed state revenue-sharing program that
will begin next year from the added two-cent
gasoline tax.

It is written that if a man can write a better
book, preach a better sermon, or build a better mouse-trap than his neighbor, though he
built his home in the woods, the world will
beat a path to his door.

Thursday, September 7, 1972
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ADDITIONALMING SPACE REQUIRED for the new E. W. imam Store would come by
black-topping part of the grassy field behind the State Line properly in question, roughly
outlined here by The News art dept. Use of this ittalterty as s Padden lot is being ahlattad to,
and will be the subiect of. hearing in the near future.
_
pending this hearing.

The

entire protect is being held up

Vandalism, Labor Problems Hit
Vocational School Construction

Local, was on the scene of the
construction.
According to reliable sources
the Courier learned that the
Charles E. Story Company Is
a unionized firm, but the plumbThe march in Fulton will be
ing and electrical work, subcontracted by Story to the Mur- held on September 17 from the
ray Flatt Electrical Company hours of 1 p.m. until 4 p.m.
non- The names of marchers partisystems were some instances of Newborn, Tennessee is
cipating will be named tuidpubof vandalism
viewed by the
conmorning
Tuesday
On
lished at a later date.
school official and Sheriff Nelson D. Hill who were called to struction was in full sway at
Mrs. Harold Coffey has been
the scene about II p.m. last the building, in spite of the innamed chairman ofthe Hickman
cidence of vandalism.
Thursday.
her
will name
and
News
drive
told
the
Sheriff Hill
Garrison issued a warning to- that the vandalism is being in- workers. Mrs. Neal Little is
day to any person caught on the vestigated by his office.
chairman for Crutchfield.
Fulton County School Board
property without legal reason.
He said that unauthorized persons on the school premises will
be fully prosecuted for trespassing.

Vandalism to the Fulton County Vocational
Training School now under construction may run
into thousands of dollars and if continued may
delay the opening of the new facility scheduled
for next Fall, Harold Garrison, superintendent of
the Fulton County school system said today.
Discovered late last Thursday evening Garrison said that
the destruction to the premises
by ripping up an electrical conduit system already installed,
pouring acid on a stockpile of
conduit
and
almost total
destruction of a truck by pouring dirt in the motor and fuel

Mrs. Shaw Named
County Chairwoman
Mrs. H. G. Shaw of Hickman
has been named Fulton County
campaign chairwoman for Walter •Dee" Huddleston, Democratic candidate for the U. S.
Senate.
The announcement was made
recently by Mrs. Tom Garrett,
Huddleston's state campaign
chairwoman.
Mrs. Shaw, who is president
of Fulton County's Democratic
Women's Club, was the local
chairwoman in Governor Ford's
campaign last year. The past
president of the Hickman Women's Club, she is a member
of the Moose, Elks and Lions
First
auxiliaries and the
United Methodist Church.

BPW Members
Sponsoring '72
Arthritis Fund

Bulldogs And Red Devils
Suffer Losses In Openers

Meanwhile officials of the
Charles E. Story Construction
Company, contractors for the
vocational school annew
today that armed
nounced
guards from the Paducah Metro
Police will be on duty each Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights
while the building is being CCMstructed. On week days armed
guards from the company will
be stationed at the site of the
construction.
But vandalism is not the only
problem being encountered In
the construction of the nearly
$650,000 building. On Thursday a lone picketer from the
International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, Paducah

After a scoreless first half,
Lone Oak came through with
three touchdowns to shut-out
the Fulton City Bulldogs 21-0
in the season opener at Memorial Field last Friday night.
Johnny
Covington
Coach
blamed the loss on inexperience. He said, We made many
mistakes, which I think we can
correct." He said the boys gave
a good effort, but made too many
offensive mistakes for penalties
in key situations. Defensively
the team looked good, the coach
said.
The Bulldogs, a young team
with only three seniors on the
squad, came onto the field fired
up and battled the visitors on

Blaylock, Winston Win
In South Fulton Voting
Paul Blaylock, industrial supervisor with the
H. I. Siegel Company in South Fulton, and Kindred Winston, South Fulton educator and Dukedom banker, were winners in the South Fulton
Commissioner election Tuesday.
Both were elected to a four-year term of office.

even terms the first half.
Unsuccessful candidates in
This Friday the Bulldogs go
the 4-man race for the two vato Hickman for the annual game
cancies were John Reeks, rewith Fulton County. Coach Covtired railroad employee, vendington said, •Fulton County is
ing machine operator and a fortough and we'll have our work
mer commissioner, and Moulcut out to get in the win column.'
ton Gambill, operator of a
The Pilots defeated North Martherapy clinic.
shall last Friday night in their
season opener.
The voting.
South of the border, South
331
Fulton' Red Devils lost a 21BLAYLOCK
0 decision in their season
314
WINSTON
opener at Heath, with two of REEKS
241
the three touchdowns coming
200
GAMBILL
In the final five minutes of the
Blaylock and Winston will regame. The Red Devils had one
touchdown called back due to a place Dr. Dan Crocker, presently serving as Mayor, and Jim
(Continued on page 4)
Owens, neither of whom sought

re-election. They will join Leroy Sawyer, an executive at the
Fulton Bank, who was recently
elected to fill the unexpired
term of M. M. Matlock, resigned.
The three members of the
Commission will meet at an
early date to name one of their
group Mayor of South Fulton.
It is felt that the vote is a
reflection of confidence in the
present administration of South
Fulton, inasmuch as the two
winning candidates were solidly
behind present policies of orderly growth and expansion.
Both have gone on record as
seeking to continue a progressive administration for the city•

School Days Bring On Memories Of Snow Daze In December
By Carol Major
Except for an occasionalcold
front, Hickman's weather continues to be typically warm and
sunny. The average high temperature is probably somewhere around 83degrees and the
average number of mosquito
bites per person who chooses to
charcoal grill outside or enjoy
an evening stroll is somewhere
around six.
As summer vacations sadly
draw to an end and industrious
residents of the Hickman community prepare to relinquish
their lawn mowers for another
year, there is a realization that
the next lengthy family outing
Is nearly a year away.
At the same time, there is
an awe of excitement as what
the cold weather and the next
few months will bring.
Monday, August 28, the Fulton County
school system
opened for the 1972-73 school
year. Hundreds of local child-

ren left their summer routine
of sleeping late and spending
the afternoon doing not much
of anything but enjoying themselves, to awakening somewhere near 7:00 a.m. to the
never forgotten chime, "rise
and shine, you can't be late for
school."
As a rushed hour of dressing and eating breakfast follows, many thoughts enter the
minds of teachers, substitutes,
supervisors, bus drivers and
students alike as they prepare
themselves for the day ahead.
Although a verbally negative
response to the advent of the
first day of classes has been
apparent in the recent weeks for
a majority of the students, a
more real feeling of anxiousness and enthusiasm is now present.
The anticipation of seeing old
faces and new, of getting together with best friends, and of
adjusting once more to &learning and organized situation

somehow now is fascinating.
As an unbelievable smooth
and all too brief first day of
classes unfolds itself, new
courses present a challenge.
The dismissal bell rings, bus
drivers start their vehicles'
engines and students hurriedly
vacate the various school buildings in the county.
For most, the art of boarding the right bus and arriving
at the right home to be greeted
consequently by the right parents is a relatively simple process. But for those whose day
at school was a first in a lifetime, it's just as simple to find
the wrong bus or perhaps no
bus at all. For these children,
it is the responsibility of teachers and more experienced
students to offer assistance,
that is, if they are sure enough
to assist.
And so, the welcome mat of
questions is thrown out as soon
as anxious mothers hear the
yellow monster coming down the

street. "How did it go? What
classes are you taking? Who do
you have for homeroom teacher" As the interrogation
pursues, the not too weary student prepares himself for a few
hours of ball playing, relaxing
and a few minutes of studying
before dinner and his next
round of inquiries when his father will be Just as concerned
as his mother was.
For Shaun Vowel', 9, a
fourth grade student at.Hickman Elementary II, Dale VOwell, 5, a first grader at Hickman Elementary I and Todd Eddington, 5, one of Mrs. Joyce's
kindergarten
students, one
afternoon shortly after the start
of the school year was not so
typical.
Shaun and Dale are the sons
of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Vowel!, Route 3. Their mother,
Phyllis is employed by The
Citizens Bank of Hickman and
(Continued on page 4)

Todd Eddington, Sham end Dale Voirell and their snowballs.
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NOTEBOOK
Continued from Page 1
For the readers of this newspaper, who
take a dim view of politics and politicians,
I will say that this book, even to a long-time
newspaper gal, would turn the stomach of the
average voter.
The book runs the gauntlet of gimmicks
used to lure people to the candidacy of Richard Nixon that year. As far as Nixon's strategists were concerned the candidate is portrayed as a "product" rather than an individual. I almost lost sight of the fact that
Nixon was a candidate for the highest office
in America, and towards the end of the book
I felt more like being attracted to a new
latherless detergent, rather than to an individual who would lead a country of more
than 200 million people.
This is not to say that other national campaigns, even state campaigns, are not conducted with the same scenario, it's just to say that
getting votes has become just about as commercialized as selling soap flakes, and it
smacks so much of pure, unadulterated fraud.
Read it, you won't like it, either.
A Hoax ...
I have also read the story in this month's
Ladies Home Journal by Clifford Irving telling the story behind the story of Irving's attempted hoax of writing the autobiography of
billionaire Howard Hughes.
It's unbelievable that a man apparently
as brilliant as Irving could have fooled himself into believing that his fraud would not
be discovered.
But. then, I came to the conclusion, that
in the long travail of trying to make people
believe that he had the real story, Irving had
enough encouragement to keep going in his
hoax.
Would you believe that in one of the many
instances of fraud that Irving concocted was
a forgery of Hughes' hand-writing and that
the leading hand-writing experts in America
reported that there was no question that Irving's forgery was the REAL Hughes' handwriting based on comparative samples.
As a matter of fact the experts advised
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company that the
chances were one million to one that the handwriting that Irving forged was not real. Well,
the one chance in that million proved that the
Hughes hand-writing on several documents
written by Irving was indeed forgery.
It's as true today, as it ever was that
"crime doesn't pay."

FULTON'S

library Coroner
BY LUCY DANIEL
New books at the Fulton Library family: a dashing, unreliable fathis week are:
ther; a mother who is wise and
sensitive, and whose hardihood
CALCUTTA, by Geoffrey Moor- and strength of character have
house. Few people have ever to prove sufficient to raise four
said anything nice about Cal- children with no source of incutta. Winston Churchill told come beyond her stores of
his mother: "I shall always be matchless courage, love and
glad to have seen it--for the self-discipline; a sister and
reason. . .that it will be un- brothers with whom Sarah
necessary for me ever to see shares the simple pleasures of
It again.' Robert Clive, the being a child.
founder of British India, declared Calcutta "the most wick- THE ELECTRIC MIRROR, by
ed place in the Universe.' What- Sig Mickelsce. In this book, the
ever the aversion to Calcutta, author examines the realities of
no one can deny its importance. image building by candidates,
This book tells the story of that the changes in campaign and
city.
convention procedures since
television, the true story of how
BINARY, by John Lange. This news film footage is compiled
book is pure suspense--a duel and selected for broadcast, and
to the death (of millions of the financial problems and solupeople) between a brilliant and tions for candidates who must
mad rightwing millionaire with buy air time for their cama plan to exterminate all of paigns, and suggests guidelines
San Diego at the time of the for this increasingly important
Republican Convention, and a problem.
cool, tough government agent
who in many disturbing ways A FALCON FOR A QUEEN, by
Is his alter ego. From the Catherine Gaskin. It was a long
theft of a half-ton of deadly way from China, to Cluain, the
poison gas out of a poorly great, austere manor house in
guarded government train to the the Scottish Highlands. As the
novel's climax, Binary is filled young girl stepped from the
with action, tension, and ex- train that had brought her to
citement.
Northern Scotland, a sense of
A VILLAGE GIRL, by Sarah such loneliness and desolation
Shears. In this enthralling and assailed her that the distance
deceptively
simple book-a seemed even greater. Was it an
memoir, a work of art, a de- omen? What force had driven
light--Sarah Shears writes her to seek out a.mysterious
about growing up in England in and embittered grandfather she
the settled, calm years between had never known? What impelled
the great wars. Her world is her her--unannounced and probably

Do You Remember This?

Karen's Kolumn

From Our Picture Album

by Karen Rice
SALUTE TO A GREAT MAN
You know, it's very rare that in a figur
that is constantly in the limelight that you
will see the dedication and heart-tugging emotion that Jerry Lewis poured into his national
telethon over the Labor Day weekend. I don't
know how much of it you watched or even if
you watched any of it at all, but if you didn't
see at least the ending of it Monday night,
then you missed it folks.

ala,
sew

4111

1111'.

Throughout the 20 hour telethon for
muscular dystrophy Jerry Lewis was constantly on the set, never even leaving to
change clothes. And although a myriad variety of performers gave of their time and talents to provide entertainment for this worthy
cause, Mr. Lewis far outshone all during the
long hours of the crusade. He begged and
pleaded with the people of this country to
reach deep into their pockets and contribute
to the fund which pays for research and treatment of muscular dystrophy, the crippler of
young adults. His oft repeated desire was to
make this year's effort an even bigger success
than last year's. And the people of the United
States responded to make the total at television sign-off time over nine million dollars.

•

We could not dotorntino the date the above photograph was taken, but it couldn't bo very old because Mrs. Marie 14oliond.
shown in the cantor of a group of young folks in the former KU kitchen looks as young today as shit slid then.

FROM THE FIL

urning Back The Clock
TWENTY YEARS AGO
AUGUST 29, 1952
Friendly Don Tappan, manager of the Fulton Theatre for the past 19 months is being promoted to the managership of the Paramount in
Jackson, Tenn., effective Saturday. August 30.
During his stay Don has not only been a good
manager but has taken an active part in the affairs of the community, having been a member of
the Rotary Club, Young Men's Business Club and
Scout Master of Troop 99 of the Boy Scouts. He
says.Fulton has really been his home. Folks here
unwelcome—toward an ances- and tyrannical family of her late
tral home she had never seen? husband. Matriarchal
Lady
The answers only added to her Harwood was far from glad to
fear.
welcome this penniless young
woman and a group of illP. G. T. BEAUREGARD, by T. assorted in-laws viewed the
Harry Williams. General Beau- stranger with open curiosity-regard's military career
in and fear, lest she claim a share
many ways is more significant in the family fortune they
to the student of the Civil War coveted. Yet Rachel found
than the record of any other friends and suitors. Were they
general, for he was in every true friends, and did the suitors
phase of the war from its be- want her for herself or for the
ginning to its end. He fired the money?
opening gun of the great drama
at Fort Sumter, he commanded THE AFRICAN PLAINS, by
Leslie Brown. This book explores the ecology of the Afthe Confederate forces at rican savannas. It describes in
Manassas; he planned and fought detail what happens on the vast
the first great Malt" in the West African grasslands during the
at Shiloh. The author has course of a year, and shows how
brought the colorful, complex the
multitudes of grazing
personality of Beauregard to animals survive there. Along
life in the pages of this excel- with modern man, predators
lent biography.
such as lions and leopards, as
well as elephants and winged
THE HOUSE CALLED EDEN- scavengers play a significant
HYTHE, by Nancy Buckingham. role in the community,and their
When Rachel Harwood, recently lives and activities are exwidowed, returned to London amined in detail here by a
from the Far East, she went world-renouned expert on naperforce to stay with the stuffy tural history.

Letters Of Interest
Clearwater, Florida,
August 26, 1972

Dear Sir,
I am interested in the article published in the News
and the Hickman Courier in
May 1971 concerning the quest
for the headstone owner: one
Elisha Freeman. If you have
been successful in clearing up
the mystery, I should like very
much to be informed as to your
findings.
I am a Freeman (age 68)
born and raised in Hickman. My
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
father was born in Fulton, and
his father was a native of Graves
Paul and Johanna Westpholino, Editors and Publishers.
County during the Civil War. I
%It'd one of Kentucky's "Best All Around'
.Wieldy Papers.
have in my possession the original parole paper issued to
fecond-Class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041.
him for safe passage back to
Address all mail (subscriptions, change of address. Forms Mayfield in 1865 shortly after
he was captured in the State of
3*79) to Post Office Box 307 Fulton, Kentucky 42/141.
Mississippi.
Subscription Rates: $3.50 per year in Kilton, Hickman, Bravo
My grandfather, Anderson
Freeman,
is buried in the city
Counties, Ky., and Obion and Weekley Counties, Tone.:
1Ejoiscemetery
in Fulton although his
whore throughout the United States $4.50 per* year.
marker no longer stands above
his grave.
Kentucky Subscribers mun'add 5% Sales Tax.
From the family bible I learn
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton the Brat of that my great-grandfather was
which was founded in UK
named Richard, and that he
married on Appalona Morris in
VI/Wished Fifty Thursdays of The Year at 209 Constnorcki •
Weakley County, Tennessee in
Avis. Fulton, Ky. 42041.
1828. Richard's father was
Richard, Sr., and according to
Thursday, September 7 1972 the 1820 US census he was lis-

ted as "45 years or over' and
as a native of Robertson County,
Tennessee.
Of course this is somewhat
"beside the point", inasmuchas
I have not found any member
named Elisha, but I AM interested and would like to know if
you found out anything enlightening about him.
Very Truly Yours,
Milton Anderson Freeman
1654 CLW-Largo Rd, Lot 139
Clearwater, Florida 33516

are certainly going to miss him and his charming
wife even though they are glad for this promotion he has received.
At the Purchase District Fair in Mayfield,
George Ely Burnette, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.P.
Burnette of this city, won first prize in the dairy
judging contest Wednesday night.
Tom Bradley has been made manager of
Fry's Shoe Store. He was formerly employed at
th National Store as shoe salesman.
Thirty-six of the children, grandchildren and
great grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Lamb
assembled at the country home of Mr. and Mrs.
Emmett Caldren last Thursday for the annual reunion. For more than 40 years the Lamb children
have held their family reunion on the 21st of
August.
Members of the Chestnut Glade Girl Scout
Troop enjoyed an outing last Thursday, Friday
and Saturday at Lannom Cottage near Magnolia
Beach on Reelfoot Lake. They were accompanied
by Mesdames Drew Wall, Mike Nanney, Beecher
Finch and Ray Bondurant. Mrs. Charles Dixon,
troop leader, was unable to go with them because
of illness in her family.
In a most impressive wedding ceremony, before a rich green setting tastefully interspersed
with pink flowers and tapers, Miss Mildred Ann
Murphy, lovely daughter of Mr. and Mr. Harry
H. Murphy of this city, became the bride of Mr.
Gene Edwin Hatfield, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Hatfield of West Point, Kentucky, on Friday afternoon, August 22, at five-thirty at the First
Methodist Church. Before a large assemblage of
relatives and friends, the young couple exchanged the marriage vows. The Rev. Stanley Hartman
of Nashville, Tennessee, cousin of the bride, officiated using the double ring ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Byrd of Fulton are today
announcing the engagement of their lovely daughter, Constance Moss, to Mr. Bobby L. Duke,
son of Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Duke of Route One,
Water Valley
The wedding is planned for Sunday afternoon, September 28, at 2:30 p m. at the Mt. Zion
Cumberland Presbyterian Church. The Rev.
Courtney Fooks will officiate

However, the real display of his earnest
devotion to this cause came at the close of the
telethon. After recognizing the many, many
people who helped make the telethon what it
was, Mr. Lewis made a special thanks to his
mother. When told of a new total, he asked
that he be allowed to announce it himself,
and with tears forming in his eyes and a
choked voice he announced the nine million
dollar figure. Then amid the flying confetti
and the joyous cheering of the workers, Mr.
Lewis openly cried while hugging his mother.
Afterwards, he sang the song chosen by the
children who suffer from muscular dystrophy
as their theme song "You'll Never Walk
Alone" but overcome with emotion abruptly
ended the song and walked off stage.
This obvious devotion and deep felt emotion coming from such a star as Jerry Lewis
shows just what a great man he really is. Because of his unselfish devotion of his time and
energies to this.cause, Jerry .Lewis trintleed
to be lauded, d deserves much ltidie,tan
just the praise mere words can offer. Just
thank of the great strides that could be made
in such diseases as cystic fibrosis, arthritis,
cancer and others, if many more famous
figures gave as unselfishly and wholeheartedly to raising money for such causes.
One thing is for sure. I may have once
thought of Jerry Lewis as just a great comedian—but no more! Whether or not he knows
it, Mr. Lewis has just gained himself an avid
fan for life!

S. C. Smith, C. L. Maddox and J. C. Cochran
closed a deal for the Clarence Saunders grocery
store, Friday, September 2, and are now sole owners of the establishment on Church Street.

(Ed's note: Mrs. J. 0. Lewis of
Fulton reported to us earlier
this year that she had found in
the courthouse at Hickman an
account of the probate of a
Clarence Pickering was appointed as a Demowill of an Elisha Freeman, dated
1859. His grave is in the old cratic member of the Fulton Board of Election
preHickman cemetery, and I
sume that is the Elisha Free- Commissioners, at the State Board of Election
man whose headstone we have, Commissioners held in the capitol at Frankfort,
but I have not had an opport- August 30, 1927.
unity to either check the record
nor inspect the burial ground.
I plan to visit Hickman and check
Mrs. Effie Hampton, Mrs. S. A. Bard and Mr:
out this data when time permits; in the meantime the head- Ervin Williams of Water Valley motored to La
stone of Elisha Freeman is Center, Kentucky and spent
Saturday night and
serving as a table-top (and a
good stout one) in our printing Sunday with their brother, Dock Hampton and
shop. P.W.)
family.
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Mrs.
SIMPLE THOUGHTS
"Love doesn't consist of looking only at each
other but in looking outward together in the
same direction."
"A friend knows all about you, and still likes
you."
"To have something one must realize it may
be lost."
"Love is harder to keep than to make."
"Be not simply good, be good for something."
"In the mountains of truth you never climb in
vain."
Nietzsche
"If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music he
hears, however measured and far away."
Thoreau

FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
SEPTEMBER 9, 1927
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by Gordon M. Ouarnstrom
He was neatly dressed in
THE FUNNY PAPERS
One watch can be used in slide dark suit and dark brief case.
rule calculations while the "Pul- Creston (la.) News Advertiser
The Senate yesterday unan
someter" enables doctors to
quickly calculate a patient's mously confirmed the reappor
purse. — Oakland Tribune.
tionment of the State Wale
The children were found when Resources Director ....—Sa
juvenile officers went to the Francisco Chninkle.
commune to take into custody
Jackson-Magnuson Spit o
a 64-year-old runaway girl and Vote.— Headline in Olympia
return her to her parents.
Wa., Olympian.
— San Francisco Chronicle.
The variety of subjects tha
Headline in Altus, Okla., could be covered by cable tele
Times-Democrat: FORMER vision, he said, is almost need
GIRL WEDSINOKLAHOMA less.—Columbus Dispatch.
CITY.
The groom graduated from
The names of those unidentiMapleton High School and
fied were withheld pending the
Mankato State College. He is a
notification of next of kind.— computer with IBM, Rochester.
H Peso Times.
Minnesota Tribune.
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Jeane Dixon Will Hold
Benefit September 16

Jeane Dixon will hold a benMorrow and Company.
efit sponsored by the Estill
Fame has not changed Jeane
County 'Teens WhoCare.• This
benefit to be held at the Estill Dixon. In private and business
Mrs. Mills Jenkins, the forCounty High School in Irvine life she is the same as she al- mer Harriet Ann McNeill, was
will be on September 16, 1972 'ways was. Her Washington life honored Friday evening, Sepat 8:00 p.m. Tickets are avail- centers around her husband's tember 1, with an attractively
business, her planned miscellaneous shower
able by writing. Jeane Dixon, real estate
803 Elm Street, Ravenna, Ken- devotion to him and to her as- given in the home of Mrs.Harold
sociates, rescuing stray an- Griffin of Route 4, Fulton.
tucky 40472„
imals, and the very-broadening
The couple, whose parents
Jeans Dixon once said, When activities of Children to ChildMr. and Mrs. King McNeill
God has you in His heart you ren, Inc., a philanthropical or- are
of Route 4, Hickman, and Mr.
have an instantaneous identifi- ganization which she founded.
and Mrs. Harold Jenkins of
cation with every human soul
Love for all children, es- Route 4, Martin, were married
that is born.' It is an unusual
pecially those handicapped phy- August 20, in the Immaculate
statement made by a very unConception Church of Union
usual woman with a firmly es- sically and mentally at birth who
might be helped through pre- City.
tablished reputation for predicFocal point in the living room
ting major world events with natal care and subsequent training and loving attention, in- of the Griffin home was the gift
remarkable acceracy.
spired Jeane to establish the table which was draped with a
Jeane was born in Wisconsin Children To Children Foun- dusty gold lace trimmed cloth.
An antique black dipper filled
at the end of the first World dation.
with fruits and flowers formed
War, the daughter of Frank and
With the creation of this the centerpiece and later was
Emma von Graffee Pinckert. Foundation she has touched the
presented to the honoree.
At an early age she learned to heartstrings of millions around
For the occasion, Mrs. Jenfuse the education of her for- the world. Thus far the Founkins chose a pretty navy blue
mative years with her rapidly dation has devoted its time and
dress fashioned with short pufdeveloping psychic gift. Fondly resources to the spiritual,
sleeves and an overdress
she recalls how she often crept mental and educational develop- fed
of red and white. Her mother
out of her little bed at night ment of the young people it
wore a double knit dress in a
and tiptoed downstairs to join works with, and plans for
a floral pattern with orange trim,
her parents and their friends, Medical Center for prenatal rewhile the bridegroom's mother
startling them with detailed search.
was attired in a lavender and
knowledge of their personal
white knit shift.
lives, and events to come.
Because of her work with
Contests were enjoyed by the
children both personally and guests with the winners presenToday with her psychic gift through Children To Children,
honed to a degree of super- Jeane Diem was selected in 1969 ting their prizes of household
sensitivity, public demands on as the recipient of the Sixth items to the honoree.
Delicious refreshments of
her time and talent far surpass Annual 'Woman Of The World'
her availability. Added to her Award given by International coconut crunch balls, tiny
biscuits, homemade
many radio and television guest Orphas, Inc. of Los Angeles to cheese
appearances, personal inter- •an understanding woman work- mints in the shape of roses
wedding
bells, salted nuts
and
views and lectures at major ing unselfishly with children.'
and iced angel cake were served
civic functions andconventions,
a r e
In April 1970, Mrs. Diem with punch to the guests by Mrs.
autograph sessions
throughout the country on be- received the International L'- Griffin and her co-hostess,
Mrs. Charles Richardson. The
half of her books: "Jeane Dixon Enfant Award from the Holy
table, overlaid with a gold cloth,
--My Life and Prophecies' and Family Foundation of Los Anwas centered with an arrange'Reincarnation and Prayers To geles.. . . in recognition of ment of daisies and candles and
Live By', published by William her work for the children of
accentuated with clusters of
the world.'
daisies spaced at intervals in
the
lace edging.
In October 1969, Mrs. Dixon
Mrs. Virgil Mills of Obion,
received the first International
Loreto Award from the Loreto grandmother of the bridegroom,
The News takes pleasure in Shrine in Italy for Christian was the special guest among
wishing the following friends service
to
mankind
and some 15 persons attending.
for •. . .uplifting the hearts
'Happy Birthday':
LEXINGTON VISITORS
of men.'
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Batts and
Rosemary
Rice, Richard
Bodker, Betty Bennett Denny,
In 1968, 1969 and 1970, Jenne little daughter Amanda arrived
September 7; Homer Croft, Me- Diem was named as one of the 'Ibursday for a long week-end
Lissa Carol Elkins, September •Twenty Most Admired Women visit with his parents Mr. and
8; Dub Johnson, Patricia Bod- In the World.'
Mrs. Robert Betts and other
ker, Mrs. Lelia Mae MeKein•Y,
relatives and friends.
Author ef a daily column
OF- Shelley Owens,Toby Preeti,
Nedra Ward, Jimmy Glyifn carried by over 300 newspapers
FLYING IN
Ramsey, September 9; Mark both in the United States and
Pearcey, Bobby McKinney,Joel abroad, Mrs. Dixon says •I Zee W.,Pigue, of Palos Verdes,
Anthony Nabors, September 10; find that if I pray every morn- California, brother of the late
Mrs. Shelton Owens, Lucy And- ing as though everything de- Bentes Pigue flew 'in fronv Litrews, Kerry Brent Work, Mrs. panda upon God, and then go Ale Rock, Ark. Thureday for he
Kelley Lowe, Billy Owens,Sep- out and work as though every- visit in the home of Mrs. aletember 11; Charles McMorris; thing depends upon me, bles- rneMe Pigue. Mr. Pigue, will
September 12; Jimbo Huffine, sings come beyond all telling! visit other Pigue in en route
Sherrie McKinney, Lera Nu- It is a very workable for- to a businefs trip to the East
gent, September 13.
mule.
.why not try it!" coast.

HAppy BIRTHDAY,

Letter From Washington
By
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
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Recent Bride
Inspiration
For Shower

MEMORIES OF MIAMI-Cannot remember when a group
of Republicans have had such a
good time. We all knew who our
candidates would be and there
were no real arguments except
in the Rules Committee. So the
rest of us simply enjoyed
Miami's tropical summer and
the feeling that we were backing a winning ticket.
Arrived Saturday and dined at
a colossal razzle dazzle dinnerdance given at the Playboy Plaza
Hotel. The 1,000 guests sat at
round tables in the moonlight
and ate an improbably good dinner, Our host, the super-rich
insurance magnate from Chicago, Clement Stone, was a gay
little fellow in a beige suit and
black ruffled shirt who became
the Master of Ceremonies, introducing television stars and
political figures accompanied
by an Hawaiian band. After presenting Campaign Chairman
Clark MacGregor who made a
short victory talk, and a few
others, he then, with great excitement, exclaimed,'And now,
I will give you the outstanding
man of the Republican Party,
MacGregor.' Startled
Clark
MacGregor explained he had
Just made a speech and improvised by doing a hula dance with
one of the Hawaiian entertainers. The only sad people
were the poor bunnies, the
Playboy symbol, who were huddled on the edge of the pool in
their tragic little costumes. It
Is grotesque to see pretty young
girls dressed up as animals.
They reminded one of circus
dogs walking on their hind feet
wearing clothes. Generous and
expansive, Mr. Stone gave
everyone a paperweight with a
picture of himself on it as a
souvenir of the evening.
Sunday, We went over to meet
the Kentucky delegation at the
Atlantis Hotel and then on to a
series of receptions including
one billed as "Democrats for
Nixon,' given by the Leo
Chernes in their garden with a
pretty marquee near the bay.
Saw a lot of Republicans but
aside from our host and hostess,
only Identified two actual Democrats. Max Lerner, the column-

Est, and a party stalwart from
Rochester, New York.
Monday, Gardner Cowles of
Cowles Publications gave a big
lunch for a glorious group whose
brains and power came from a
cross section of this country.
Governors, pubSenators,
lishers, Secretary of State and
wife, and writers all enjoyed
the sunshine, bouillabaisse and
cold buffet at tables decorated
with lovely garden flowers. My
was the improbable
table
meeting place of Governor and
Mrs. Rockefeller, John Kenneth
Galbraith, William Buckley,
John Alsop, National Committeeman for Connecticut, his
brother the columnist Joe Alsop, whose different political
and economic views and good
humor made it the gayest in the
house. Also saw the Restons
from the New York Times, the
Art Buchwalds, the American
Ambassador to Great Britain
and Mrs. Annenberg, the Marquis Childs, the Ronald Reagens, Clare Booth Luce—you
name them—and they were all
there.
That afternoon, Mr. and Mrs.
Swenson gave a reception at the
Bath Club with a beautiful view
of the Atlantic, for the Diplomatic Carps which had come
down from Washington for the
Convention. After that, we went
to an enormous reception that
Senator and Mrs. Percy gave
for the Illinois delegation. By
that time, it was too late to
go to another colossus given by
the Republican Leader Gerald
Ford, as the Convention was beginning.
The protests also began that
night and though there were not
over 3,000 zipples, they were
fiercer and uglier than before
and the police had a hard time
keeping the gates open for the
delegates.
Tuesday, the ladies went to an
enormous lunch given for Mrs.
Nixon at the Fountainbleu and
that night my husband had to
walk to the convention in the
rain on account of the demonstrators and I was not able to
get in at all, so had dinner with

the Alsop brothers who gave a
party for the Connecticut delegation. Among the guests were
Governor and Mrs.Rockefeller,
Henry Kissinger, and more
newspaper friends. Then, sped
to the Atlantis after the convenHon to meet my husband as the
Kentucky delegation had arranged a surprise birthday
party for him. It was a wonderful birthday. Mary O'Hare from
Lexington, had motored all the
way from Kentucky with country
ham and beaten biscuits and
produced a delicious birthday
cake. We were both so touched
and pleased that it was very
late when we got back to our
apartment in Miami, having
been up since 7.30 that morning.
The last day, we decided not
to go to Governor Reagan's
party on a yacht so we could
arrive early at the convention
hall and avoid the terrible troubles that plagued the Kentucky
delegation coming from the Atlantis. Some of the demonstrators had singled out the Atlantis for their destructive activities. They tore down the
pictures of the President and
Vice President, knocked out two
of Dr. Barton's teeth--he is the
husband of our National Committee woman from Corbin, and
burned two buses in front of the
hotel so it was impossible for
many of the delegates to get
out. Undaunted, Congressman
Carter and another valiant
group of Kentuckians walked to
the convention hall. In time,the
whole Kentucky delegation WRS
filled. John Kerr gave me an
alternate ticket and I was overjoyed to be on the convention
floor again. I even moved up
to his seat in the delegation
when he went back to the hotel
to rescue his two daughters
who had been stranded during
the difficulties. We walked all
over the floor seeing friends
from different states and back
to our places for the nomination speeches. When Chairman
Gerald Ford introduced the Secretary of Interior, *the Honorable Thruston, I mean, Rogers
Morton,' we all burst out laughing.
The Vice President and
President made two of the best
speeches they have ever given.
The atmosphere was one of euphoria, everyone happy and sure
of a big win in November.
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Mr.McBride
Speaker For
B&PW Club

Linda Ferrell, W. R. Bennett
Exchange Vows On August 20

In a ceremony of simple Gibson Girl lines and fashioned
beauty, Miss Ltrula Frances with keg bishop sleeves and a
L. M. McBride, president of Ferrell, daughter of Mr. and high waistline marked with
the City National Bank was the Mrs. C. B. Ferrell of South ivory satin ribbon. Her headguest speaker at the regular Fulton, and William Reed Ben- piece was a cap of ivory lace
monthly meeting of the Fulton- nett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- interlaced with blue tulle. She
South Fulton Business and Pro- Ham E. Bennett of Union City, carried a bouquet of white carfessional Women's Club Tues- were united in marriage onSun- nations and gypsophila with blue
day night.
day, August 20, in the home of ribbon streamers.
Held as a pot luck supper in the bridegroom's parents.
Only members of the imFellowship Hall of the First
The Reverend Barclay Wilson mediate families and a few close
Baptist Church a capacity au- officiated at the double ring friends attended.
!hence of members and guests ceremony.
Following the ceremony a reheard Mr. McBride tell of the
The couple exchanged their ception was held in the Bennett
interesting and intriguing story vows before the mantel graced home.
of banking in Switzerland. Mr. with an arrangement of yellow
After a short honeymoon, the
and Mrs. McBride visited in and white mums and daisies in newlyweds are residing in Union
Switzerland this summer when a brass bowl flanked with white City where the bridegroom will
a group of Kentucky bankers tapers in brass holders.
be employed until he begins his
visited that European country. The bride wore a beautiful studies at the University of
Mr. McBride related the vast gown of ivory lace styled along Tennessee at Martin.
differences in the international
aspect of banking in Switzerland
and of the coded bank accounts
kept so secret that sometimes
only a hand full of top bank officials know the identity of the
bank's customers.
Miss Jan Marie Green, dau- as groomsman. The ushers
Swiss banks, Mr. McBride
said, cater to world-famous ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles were Mike and Jeff Green, bropeople in all walks of life who Allen Green of Belleville, 11- thers of the bride, and Dave
for reasons known only to them- limes, formerly of Fulton, anti Shafer.
selves,
want to keep secret their David Charles Anderson, son of
Following the ceremony, a
1972,
KENTUCKY'S FAIREST--Miss Kentucky
finances.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Ander- reception was held in the church
Mrs. Jack Speight, president son of Belleville, Illinois, ex- Fellowship Hall,
of the B & PW Club presided changed wedding vows in a
Miss Debbie DuHadway kept
over the meeting and then in- candlelight setting at two o'- the guest register while Miss
troduced Mrs. Ruth Scott who clock in the afternoon on Sat- Karen Fry, Miss Crys Carwas program chairman for the urday, August 19, 1972, in the rescia, Miss Connie Abbott and
evening.
sanctuary of the Winstanley Miss Cindy Hicks served from
Guests attending the meeting Baptist Church in Belleville. the bridal table.
She still enjoys playing Tuesday night were: Mesdames
By Shanna Columbus
Guests for the wedding from
The Reverend James M.
football, softball and tennis, Peggy Smith, Obera Johnson, Haupt perfor med
State News Bureau
the double ring r triton were Mr.and Mrs.RichKenneth Hastings, Betty Hodard Willey, grandparents of the
and shooting pool.
ceremony.
bride, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
And surprisingly, three days ges, Hubert Wright, Nell Lowe,
LOUISVILLE, Ky.--How
The
bride
chose
her
Bob
sister,
Craven,
Virginia
Crawford,
Williamson, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
does a 19-year-old coed react after winning the state title, Elizabeth
Darnell, Judy Le- Miss Ellen Green as maid of mac Williamson and Mrs. Walto her own promotional trip to neighbors found the new Miss Fervre and Mrs. McBride.
honor. Mrs. Bill Butts, sister lace Ashby,
of the groom, was the bridesNew York and than a jaunt to Kentucky cutting the grass and
After their wedding trip to
maid. The groom's niece, Miss Paris Landing, Tennessee, the
Atlantic City to vie for the washing the new car she had
Barbie Leask was the flower newlyweds are at home at
won in the pageant
Miss America crown?
girl.
Carolyn also is an avid
If you're Carolun Walters,
The groom chose his brother, 9
Decatur,
V2 WIllinois,
catur,
Wo whereboth
est°dStreet
in
Miss Kentucky 1972—the clock collector and enjoys
Jim Anderson as best man and are attending Milliken UniverUniversity of Louisville crocheting afghans. Her
his brother-in-law, Bill Butts, say.
sophomore who'll be taking crocheting has been
that trip and appearing in the postponed, however, while she
national pageant— you're is making booties for her
The First Baptist Church of
sister-in-law who will soon
anxious to be off.
Greensburg, Indiana, was the
"I want to get there," the present Miss Kentucky with setting at seven o'clock in the
pretty brunette said. "Then, I her first niece or nephew.
evening on Saturday, August 19,
Does she think she'll fare for the marriage of Miss Patrican completely relax. Once
Neale B. Mason, associate
there, everything's scheduled well in the Miss America cia Ann Evans, daughter of Mr. professor of music at Murray
and Mrs. Ray Evans, Jr., of State
and that's that, there's nothing Pageant?
University, has been
Carolyn flashed a smile and Greensburg and William W. named conductor of the Murray
else you can do! I just hate the
Staff Sergeant Calvin 0.
son
of
Mr.
itervey,
and
Mrs.
i,resPonded,
State
,
"If
I
University Symphony Brown, son of Mr. suel Mrs.
don't,
I won't
gettatg,ready. part.Bernard C. Harvey, Greens- Orchestra.
come
Oscar
home.
Brown of Fairfield, FloMost
Kentuckians
Preparing for the Atlantic
burg, formerly of Fulton.
Richard W. Farrell, chair- rida, has been recognized for
City trip involves much more are ready for a Miss America
The Reverend Charles Bax- man of the music department, helping his Strategic Air Comfor a state titleholder than one winner."
ter officiated at the double ring made the announcement and mand (SAC) wing earn the U. S.
realizes, Carolyn admits.
ceremony.
commented that he is "happy Air Force Outstanding Unit
Running through her
The bride's hcreer attendant to have a musician of profes- Award.
typical weekly schedule, she
was her sister, Miss Linda sional background to accept the
Seargeant Brown is a supply
Evans. Serving as bridesmaids assignment so that the quality specialist with the 351st Stradescribed such preparations as
were Miss Deborah Hamer and of the entire string program, tegic Missile Wing at Whiteman
three-hour-long voice lessons
Miss Lisa Harvey, sister of the and therefore the quality of the AFB, Missouri. The wing rewith her Louisville music
groom, both of Greensburg.
orchestra, will continue to ceived the award for excepteacher, Carolyn Grosse.
Miss Janet Evans, sister of grow.'
tionally meritorious service
And there are additional
the bride, served as flower girl
Mason,
whose extensive from July 1969 through June
evening rehearsals with Bill
and Jim Evans, brother of the background includes study and 1971.
Students qualifying for the bride, was
Hamilton, director, and Bill
the ring bearer. experience in the orchestral
The 351st was cited for overTaylor, orchestra leader for Dean's List for the summer
Attending the groom as best field, emphasized that the or- all mission performance and efat the University of man was Captain James
quarter
the Miss Kentucky Pageant, all
Harper chestra is open to people from fectiveness during the two-year
Tennessee at Martin have been of Bloomington, a
to prepare her for the talent
fraternity throughout the area--parti- award period. The wing was
announced by Henry C. Allison,
Groomsmen
were cularly
stringed instrument recognized for 10 years of accompetition in Atlantic City. dean of admissions and records. brother.
James
Harvey
of Boston, musicians.
cident-free operations, for winEach contestant's talent
Academic honor is given to Massachusetts,
uncle
of
the
Noting
that rehearsals are ning top honors as the best mispresentation, comprises 50 per students who carry at least 12
groom, and Roy Middendorf, held
two
evenings
each
sile wing in SAC for 1971, for
cent of her cumulative score hours of credit during the quarGreensburg.
week, Mason encouraged string capturing the coveted Blanchard
leading to the Miss America ter and whose grade point averMrs. Harvey was graduated in players--whether faculty mem- Trophy in the 1971 Missile Comage ranges from 3.0 to 4.0 1970 from Greensburg High
title
bers, students or musicians who bat Competition and for scoring
Carolyn, who began singing (ranging from an all-B to an School and is presently attend- play merely for personal en- high on operational readiness
with her church choir, will all-A average). Part-time and ing Indiana University, Mr. joyment--to contact him to ells- inspections.
graduate students are not in- Harvey, a
1970 graduate of cuss the possibility of becoming
perform a rendition of
Sergeant Brown will wear
cluded on the Dean's List.
Greensburg High, is presently an orchestra member.
"Rock a-Bye Your Baby" as
a distinctive service ribbon ass
Among the students whoqual- an assistant
manager
at
Mcpermanent decoration to mark
her talent in the national tiled for the Dean's List during
his affiliation with the unit.
contest, the same number that the summer quarter at UT Mar- Donald's in Bloomington while
attending Indiana University
The sergeant is a 1958 grahelped her capture the Miss tin from this area are:
where he is affiliated with Tau
duate of North Marion High
SOUTH FULTON: Mary Jo- Kappa Epsilon
Kentucky crown
fraternity.
School, Reddick, Florida. His
Also included in her weekly hanna Butts, Bonita Burrow Bywife, Lucy, is the daughter of
activities are modeling classes, num, Pamela Dame, Lane B.
PLACE IN SHOW
Mrs. Frank Greer of Route 2,
Gardiner,
Carmen
Sue
Douglas,
Congratulations
to:
shopping in every store "four
Both brother and sister placMr. and Mrs. Jerry Rober- London, Kentucky. M r s .
Lionel
James
Paul
Johnson,
or five times" and personal
ed in the Carlisle County Horse son,
Brown's father, J. E. TravilDean McCollum, Sheila Berme
Crutchfield, on the birth
lien, resides on Route 4, Fulton,
appearances both statewide McKinney, Michael Gwynn Mil- Show in Arlington on Monday, of a baby boy
on Sunday, SepKentucky.
September
and nationally to gain poise ner, David Jones Newton. Don
4. in the pony 48" tember 3 at 6:18 a.m. He weighed
and self-assurance
Mack Reed, Susan Carol War- and under and 12 years and un- 6 pounds and 6 ounces.
der class. Irene Templeton,
Appearing in the Miss ren.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Wiggins, Don Frankel says his tobacFULTON; Larry Sims Alex- placed first in the division and South Fulton, on the birth of aconist friend isn't up to snuff
America Pageant, however, is
Boyd Templeton, placed fourth. baby girl on Saturday, Septem- and that a gra‘eyard near his
far from being a frightening ander, Mary Jane Cannon.
HICKMAN: Sheila Don Hay- Their parents are Mr. and Mrs. ber 2 at 12:00 noon.She weighed home is operating with a skelthing to the state's fairest
Tom Templeton.
7 pounds and 3 ounces.
eton staff
lady--it's all part of a little nes.
girl's dream.
"I've always stayed up to
watch the pageant on
television,' Carolun confessed,
"and I've always thought—`just
think, if I could be there.''
— YOUT Problems Bring Answen-,
Quite naturally, the
Louisville native said she
Dear Ann Landers: My hus- him for awhile he criticizes my nancies ended in miscarriage. have the advantage. Like many
enjoys entertaining.
I've band and I just returned from a driving
and yells the whole Both times we had the name problems, this one could solve
always liked to sing in front of ten-day trip that I will call a time. After
an hour, my head Brian picked out and were very itself. Has If occurred to you
people. I can remember the 'vacation' for lack of a better feels like a block of concrete. disappointed when I lost the
that your child, or hers, might
first time I performed in a pop word. Actually it was hell in
I hate these annual driving babies. Now we are so thrilled be a girl?
• • •
concert at school (Thomas an automobile. When two high- trips and have suggested that that at long last we are going
Jefferson High School). I loved strung, short-tempered people we take separate vacations. In to have our Brian.
Dear Ann Landers: Keeping
are incarcerated in a car for fact it would be a vacation for
My husband's brother's wife people alive with drugs, tubes,
the applause.
"I love to compete and 12 hours a day at a stretch, me if he'd go alone and leave is five-months pregnant. She needles, blood plasma meone begins to consider the ad- me at home. I don't care where announced yesterday that they chanical devices and Sc cc. is
win.'
vantages of murder.
he goes, with whom or how long have decided to name their baby NOT wrong. God takes everyone
Carolyn attributes much of
My husband thinks of a trip he stays. He won't hear of it. Brian. I am furious. She knows when he is ready to tido them.
her competitive spirit to her as the shortest distance be- I MUST go.
we had our hearts set on that Your advice borders on the sactwo older married brothers, tween two points. He takes
Be a referee, please. Let him name and I think it is Just rot- rilegious.---Dallas Reader
Gary, 21, and Ray, 22.
charge—bossing,
bullying, see what he looks like in the ten of her to copy us.
Dear Dallas: Sorry, but a
"When I was little I barking orders and making de- paper.---Never the Champion
Should we name our baby
great many terminally-ill pacompeted
Brian anyway, or should !come
with them mands. He will tolerate no In Tennessee
tients are forced to vegetate
browsing, no time to enjoy anyright out and tell her how I feel? (I
constantly," she said.
hesitate to use the word live)
Dear Never: I cast my vote --Plagiarized In Pittsburgh
"The three of us used to thing, no opportunity to learn.
because even though God was
play football a lot, with my He even resents it when I ask with you, Lady. I think your
ready--the
relatives weren't.
him to stop so I can use a rest husband should go by himself
Dear Pitt: So what's the matbeing the center for both
room. He'll pull off the road for and let you spend those ten days ter wtth having two Br tans in the There is a great deal to be
said
teams. Of course, 1 always lunch or
for
death
with dignity.
at
home. And while you're there, family? Cousins often have the
supper at the crum• • •
ended up getting crushed."
miest dives you can imagine. why don't you do some writing? same name since sons and dauDiscover how lobe date bait
Although extremely busy M home he wouldn't think of
love the way you put words ghters frequently wish to honor without falling hook, line and
with her new role, Carolyn eating in a greasy-spoon joint together.
a deceased parent or grand- sinker. Ann Landers' booklet,
• • •
confided she likes to do things but when we're on vacation anyparent by naming a descendant 'Dating Do's And Don'ts," will
thing
is
good
enough.
Dear Ann: I'm 8 1/2 months after him or her.
not normally associated with
help you be more poised and
If
I
take
the
wheel
to
relieve
pregnant. Two previous pregSince you deliver first, you'll sure of yourself on dates.
beauty queens.

Candlelight Ceremony Unites
Jan Green, David Anderson

"I Love To Compete And Win"
Says Miss Ky. In Atlantic City

Son Of Former
Residents Is
Wed In Indiana

Mason Conductor
Of MSU Orchestra

MSU Summer
Quarter Dean's
List Announced

Hello World

40ut .2a#gle4S

Sergeant Brown
Wins Award For
Aiding Unit

CONGRATULATIONSI
Congratulations to CI i nt
Thompson who was recently
commissioned a Kentucky Colonel. The well-known Illinois
Central engineer recently retired after 47 years of service
with the IC.

WEATHER REPORT
(From current readings and
records of Jim Hale, South
Fulton.)

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals
on Wednesday, September 6:

English Test
To Be Held
September 9

P-4 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, Sept. 7, 1972

Correct Claim Number
Insures Faster Payment

The Cooperative English Test
HILLVIEW
AUGUST 1972
Congressman Ed Jones anPeople covered by Medicare one 65 and over. "Request for
--a requirement for admission
Word was received by The
Precip. nounced in Washington that on
.
Payment' forms shout 1 be sent
High Low
Union
Date
Edwards,
Margaret
that
to the teacher education pro- can assure faster payment of
News Tuesday afternoon
8, at 9 a.m.
September
Friday,
Metropolitan Life
Tuscaloosa, gram-will be given at Murray their medical insurance claims to Medlo
.00
Ray,
Betty
65
93
City;
1
former
a
Yates,
Lawrence
visit the Wealcley
Alberta Laws, Pal- State University Saturday, Sep- if they make sure their cor- Insurance, 1218 Harrodsburg
.00 he would
Alabama;
70
90
2
F'ulton resident, was seriously
Dresden.
County Courthouse in
Kentucky
L ?Ain't on,
Bennett, tember 9.
CARD OF THANKS
.00
rect claim number is on the Road,
mersville; Hunter
70
3
92
burned In an accident near CenThe Congressman has made
orWe wish to thank our rela- tralia, Illinois Sunday evening
Hershel Hicks, Pilot
05
78
70
Robert Rowan of the Testing form, according to a spokes- 40504, the healzh insurance
4
visits to the County Wingo;
regular
tives, neighbors and friends for and is in the intensive care unit
Oak; Fred Lucy, Josephine Center at the university said man for the social security ganization that handles Med88
5
Courthouses in his district
for
medical
payments
Hickicare
Garrison, Rachel Sanger,
every act of kindness and con- at St. Mary's Hospital in Cen- 6
.70
the free test will be adminis- office in Padorah.
93
68
since being elected to Congress
Use of the wrong claim num- services rendered in Kentucky.
Vicki Wiggins, Irene tered in the ballroom of the
cern during the illness end tralia.
.02 in March 1969. •Visiting the man;
613
83
7
Mary
Fulton;
number
of
the
omission
South
Medicare is administered by
or
ber,
BuildUnion
Waterfield Student
death of our beloved mother.
86 Courthouses gives me a chance Grogan,
60
His condition Tuesday eve- 8
90
King, Joe Lee Beard, Louise ing at three times--8 a.m., entirely, is responsible for one the Social Security AdministraV‘e express special apprecia- ning was described as critical. 9
82
to renew many old friendships
of every three delays in the tion of t'ae U S. Department
Patrick, Beverly Miller,- Bill 9:30 a.m., and II a.m.
tion for your visits, prayers,
Yates formerly worked as 10
89
and to keep in touch with my
WelCecil Wilkins, FulHe added that a student may payment of mecti t- al insurance of Heal'h, Education, and
he McIntosh,
letters. cards, food contribu- foreman for Kentucky Utilities 11
54
constituents--I enjoy it,
he said.
the
claims.
of
me
fare.
ton.
take the test at any
tions, floral offerings, and as- Company when that company op- 12
said.
94
'Your health insurance claim
times without prior registraelectrical dis- 13
PLEDGES FRATERNITY
the
sistance in any way. Thanks erated
The Congressman, who lives
96
FULTON
tion. Application for admission number Identifies your claim
Johnny Campbell. son of Mr.
also to the doctors and nurses tribution system here. His 14
.00 In Yorkville and maintains a
67
97
payto teacher education training when you request Medicare
and Mrs. John Joe Campbell of
of the Fulton Hospital, to Rev. children were educated in the 15
.30 small apartment in Washington,
92
69
RusAudie
serClark,
the
ment on bills for medical
Edmond
active
may be made at the time of
Fulton, and a sophomore at the
Jimmy Moreland and Rev. schools here and he was
.00 is concerned because many rep66
18
96
vices," the social security reWingo, Fred Evans, Union test.
and in many
University of Mississippi, Oxresentatives and Senators can sell,
Frank Ward, to singers Mrs. as a Scoutmaster
98
17
Millie
Ingram,
put
"If
you
sa.d.
stupresentative
Carmel
following
the
City;
said
FulRowan
left
He
youth fields.
ford, recently pledged Sigma
Eugene Howard and Mr. J. C. other
71
.00 not find the time to visit with Tarver, Clinton; Jessie Reeves,
18 102
dents must take the test to meet a wrong number--or don't enter NII flitter nity. He is a member
ton about seven or eight years
He
Sugg, and to Mr. and Mrs.
71
.00 the people they represent.
a number-on a 'Request for
Dukedom; Marie Roberson, requirements:
for the 19 100
worked
and
ago
seeing
that
without
of the Ole Miss golf team.
James Needham and staff of
70
.20 remarked
103
Neal Little, Crutchfield,
-All sophomores who plan to Medicare Payment' form, a
Hickman-Fulton RECC at Clin- 20
his constituents personally he Mrs.
Hombeak Funeral Home. Your
.00
Georgia King, Lessie King, follow the teacher preparation saarch for your correct num68
98
ton before going to his present 21
rephe
was
sure
be
never
could
kind words of encouragement, employer, the Illinois Light and 22
ber is necessary. The search
.66
Laird, Estelle Heflin; Ethel program;
70
96
resenting their views correctly. Jan
comfort, and help to us during Power Company.
Westpheling, David Holloway,
.11
66
-All Juniors and seniors who can delay your payment.'
88
23
'This is why I always spend
Eula
Bell,
Hollard
this great sadness will always
The health insurance claim
.03 every possible minute in the South Fulton;
plan to get teacher certificates
67
According to news sources, 24
96
be remembered with love. May Yates was called to the scene of 25
Brown, W. H. Campbell, Alma and who have not yet taken the number appears on the card
141 Broadway, Smith Putted
.30 district,' he said.
70
90
Pearlie Holderfteld, test;
issued to everyoae ..overol iiy
God bless you.
an accident near CentraliaSun- 26
.00
71
88
Representative Jones urged Corum,
Phone 479-le1i
Pearl Newton,
It has nine digits and
Neely,
Medicare.
condiThe Family of Mrs Milner day evening to clear downed 27
admitted
Beulah
persons
-All
.00
61
84
everyone to drop by the CourtMyrtle Rice, Ruth tionally into the teacher pre- a symbol, such as A, B, F2.
E.(Vera) Byrd.
power lines for the Power com- 28
Inlaid Linoleum
.00 house to discuss the issues and Jessie Page,
-.Armstrong
90
Hodge, Joe Fly, paration program pending com- It should be copied-including
pany and accidentally came in
64
.00 problems facing Tennesseans Terry, Myra
92
-Vinyl and Tile
the
the
designasymbols--onto
FOR SALE Stereo Console, contact with a high-voltage line, 29
test.
Fulton.
the
pletion of
.00 and the nation.
65
94
30
688.26. With AM-FM radio, suffering severe burns.
Notice of a speech and hear- ted blank on the 'Request for -Deena end McGee Cornelia,
93
64
.00
31
large 12-inch, four-speed proing proficiency test, also re- Medicare Payment' form.
-Upttelstorine, Modern and
R 1972
SEPTEMBE
with
The medical insurance part
fessional type turntable
quired for entrance into the
66
.00
Bulldogs
98
Antique
docpay
for
of
see
helps
program,
Medicare
Must
teacher preparation
automatic shut-off.
65
.01
86
2
Continued from page one
will be given at the time of the tor bills and many other med- -Viking Kitchen Carpeting
to appreciate. $8828 cash or
66
74
.01
3
penalty.
ical expenses for almost everyCooperative English Test.
easy terms can be arnanged. clipping
77
61
.01
4
'I was disappointed', said
For free home trial call Paris,
0
57
........0
82
......
5
But
.
Beadles,
Coach Terry
Tennessee, 642-7494 collect.
Regulations affecting aband- underway to determine the numI think we have the type of
and
oned
junk cars have been for- ber of signs involved and to apback
IP
come
SCHOLARSH
will
that
AWARDED
boys
ZigSinger
FOR SALE 1972
warded to the Legislative Re- praise the extent of non-comgood game
a
on
daughter
planning
we're
Stokes,
Linda
Miss
Anne
Queen
Zag in beautiful
pliance. Regulations based on
of Air. and Mrs. W. B. Stokes search Commission by the
cabinet. This machine with no this week.'
sent to the
The Red Devils meet Dyer of Fulton, has been awarded Highway Department, it was an- this study will be
extra attachments needed, will
Legislative Research CommisCounty tonight at Newbern for a Pacemaker Scholarship of nounced last week.
make button holes, sew, on butyear.
this
Commissioner Charles Pry- sion later
the second game of the season. 82.50.00
donated by Taylor
tons; monogram, plus many
Earlier federal legislation
or, Jr. explained the regulations
Chevrolet-Buick for the 1972-73
fancy creative designs. $79.4
THE FUNNY PAPERS
are
based man act of the 1972 provtded bonuses for states reUniverthe
at
year
academic
home
Some 75 performers and ar(ash or terms. For free
Thomson is a law book
legislature allowing his depart- gulating signing on Interstate
will be
trial without any obligation call residing in Orford, N.H., a sity of Tennessee at Martin.
ment to remove and dispose of highways. To date Kentucky has lists from nine states
for, featured in the second annual
Paris, 'Tennessee, 642-7494 col- tiny community across the
Junk cars left on the state's received, or is eligible
Craft Feslect.
TO HAVE BAKE SALE
right-of-way. The proposed re- bonuses totaling more than $1.5 Belknap Folk and
Connecticut River from Vertival September 13 through SepThe Business and Profession- gulations, which the Commis- million.
mont-Washington Post.
of
University
*The
the
Pryor said,
programs tember 16 at
FOR SALE new 8-bedroom
CLASSIFIED AD: Killful al Women's Club will sponsor sion has been asked to register,
home, 2 baths, fully equipped Driser-Will drive your car to a bake sale Friday, September provide for pick-ups either by which we are developing will Louisville's main campus.
The festival, sponsored by
kitchen, dishwasher, garbage west coast. Terms open.- 8, at the Fulton Bank in Ful- the Department's own forces or result in safer and more attraclive roadsides on our highway u of Lis Union for Student
closet Washington Post.
of
plenty
disposal,
ton and the Farmers Exchange by contractors. They allow the
music,
y
r
d
a
im
recognize
a an
tercoolg
Activities (USA). will have folk
ismg
rtem.Wer
y‘s
se
space. Central air and heat.
Bank in South Fulton. The sale same options for disposing of
primary
hand-made crafts and
controls
the
Junkers.
conOlose to school and shopping Three out ot every five United
and
m.
a.
9
at
will start
throughThe new statue assigns re- roads will create problems for arts to be displayed
center. Located on Circle Drive States exporters have fewer
tinue until bank closing time.
at U of L.
sponsibility to the State Police some businesses and institu- out Belknap Campus
in South 'Fulton. Call 478-2883. than 100 employe!.
and
for identifying abandoned ve- tions. We intend to deal with All displays, workshops
problems sensibly and demonstrations are free. Most
hicles and to the Highway De- these
of the
partment for getting rid of them, with full regard for the various events will be outside
University Center.
interests involved.'
Pryor said.
"We have about 15 craftsmen
He commented, The regulaand 60 performers from all
tions we have proposed will alacross the nation coming to the
low the Highway Department to
festival,' said Miss Pat Otto,
undertake an aggressive camchairman of the festival. "Last
paign for eliminating these eyeyear the festival ran a whole
sores from Kentucky's road,week, but we hope the consides. However," be said, 'dig
centrated activity this year will
1972 Act does not extend beyond
make it better.'
the public right-of-way. We will
Participants, some from as
not be able to remove Junkers
at the Siegel plant
Employees
:ft
Mir
Aet
from private property, however in South Fulton began an exper- far away as New York and Wisyours today from Cable TV.
A fantastic savings opportunity Is
will offer everything
consin,
a
visually.'
free
offensive they may be
outlet put In your home absolutely
imental 4-day, 40-hour work from Bluegrass music to macand you can have a normal Cable TV
He said the Department is
be disconnectcan
a
on
service
adopted
week,
The
this
week
obligation.
no
rame (knot-tied designs).
of chaige. There's no contract also developing plans to extend
Ot
trial basis for the next two
the time to try. Take advantage
Almost all Festival events
its control of roadside advered at anytime without charge. Now Is
months.
today.
TV
Cable
order
are free. The only charge is
offer and
tising to more than 3,700 miles
the
of
this one-of-a-kind free Installation
manager
Frank Woolf,
for the nightly Folk Festival
of primary highways. The roads
South Fulton plant, told The in the Red Barn. That charge
involved are those included in
that, although the 4-day
News
will be $1. However, tickets for
The Federal Aid Primary Sywork week has been success- all four nights of the Belknap
stem. Advertising devices on
fully adopted in other parts of Folk Festival will cost $3.00
Parkand
Interstate Highways
the country, he believed this if purchased at the same time.
ways have been regulated by
to be a 'first' for West Tenthe Department since 1962.
nessee or Western Kentucky,
Purchases of organic foods In
Federal authorities have readding that the employees themcently given notice that penalty selves voted to give it a try. 1972 are expected to be at least
four times greater than in 370.
clauses of the 1965 Federal
Under the plan, sewing room
Highway Beautification Act may
will work from 7:00
employees
be invoked if the Commonwealth
a. m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday
does not take effective steps through Thursday with a mornto come into compliance with ing break, a half-hour oft for
the Act which covers primary lunch and an afternoon break.
highways. The penalty provided Cutting room employees will
is ten-percent of the state's work from 7:00 2.M. to 6.00
apportionment of federal aid. p.m. Monday through Thursday,
For the current year this could with a morning break, an hour
WE NEED MEN
amount to $5.8 million in Ken- for lunch and an afternoon
tucky.
IN THIS AREA.
break.
is now
investigation
An
There are 267 employed at the
Train to buy cattle,
Henry I. Siegel South Fulton
sheep and hogs.
School Days
plant.
r
pageef
front
r
ed
he
u
t
in
irontta
theC
We will train qualilled men with some
for the
livestock experience For :seal
SERVICE NOTES
internew, write today including
RECC. The boys are the grandComplete background, address,
sons of Mr.and Mrs.Roy Spicer
and phone number.
Navyman Thomas R. Caro: and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Carl..
Hays
Mrs.
of
rington, nephew
• ton, all of Hickman.
FulMEAT PACKERS
WESTERN
Street,
Arch
406
of
of
son
Bryan
Todd Eddington is the
from
TRAINING, INC.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh "Bo' Ed- ton, Kentucky, graduated
Naval
4318 abodenci, Sail Antonio. Texas 78228
': dington, Route I. Be works for recruit training at the
Orlando.
the Goodyear Tire Company and Training Center in
Linda, their mother, is emyedcbityy.Salant and Salant in
plaoion
Union
Todd is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Carlton and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Eddington.
All three youngsters are the
Rroesaat. grandsons of Mrs. Lola
g

CLASSIFIED ADS

S. P. MOORE & CO

Highway Department Asked To
Remove Abandoned "Junkers"

Folk and Craft
Festival To Be
September 13

Siegel Votes
Hour,4-Day
Work Week

CATTLE AND
LIVESTOCK
BUYERS

INSTALLATION
OFFER EXPIRES SEPT. 22, 1972

DIPLOMAT

Last January, Mrs. Clyde
X*: (Margaret) Carlton decided it
would be quite a treat to surprise the boys with a real snowball apiece on the afternoon of
the first day of September.
So, after school last Friday,
Shaun, Dale and Todd had big
smiles on their faces as they
fall TV viewint
Only Cable TV can bring you the full spectrum of new
took big bites from their longentertainment
t's 11-channel, antenna-leas te!evialon at Its best will all your
awaited ice delights. And what
Jackson.
avorites including Memphis, Nashville. Harrisburg, Cape Girardeau.
better way is there to spend
the actionthe afternoon than eating snowurray and Paducah. For only pennies a day, you can capture all
balls and dreaming of Christtacked fall sports and adventures on colorful Cable TV Don't miss the blemas? After all, December 25 is
st entertainment bargain of the year! Call today.
right around the corner.

Call 472-1424

Fun.:
904)
532527

TWIN CITIES CABLE TV
Main Streeit

Sheer luxury in a carefree holiday mood!
Luxurious rooms, apartments. Tennis,
shuffleboard ... golf .. . charter fishing
boats with guides ... all the fabulous
Only 65 miles Daytona Beach attractions just minutes
from DISNEY away.
WORLD, when• Heated
Swimming Pool • Color TV
you vacation
• 100% air-conditioned, heated
at DIPLOMAT
• Radio - Hi-Fi - Room phones
BEACH
• Ample free parking at your door
MOTEL!
• Coffee Shop, Cocktail Lounge
• Rooms, Apartments, Efficiencies

Fulton, Kentuck
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For tree color brochure and Information write:
Diplomat Beach Desert Betel
700 North Atlantic Ave.
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Number
Payment

i and over. "Request for
Jrit" forms shouli be sent
iiicaro, Metropolitan Life
nce, 1218 Harrodsburg
L 3x1ngton, Kentucky
the health insurance orlion that handles Medpayments for medicAl
es rendered in Kentucky.
Beare is administered by
cial Security AdministraH the U. S. Department
alth, Education, and Wel-

iDGES FRATERNITY
my Campbell, son of Mr.
II's. John Joe Campbell Of
1, and a sophomore at the
rsity of Mississippi, Oxrecently pledged Sigma
a ternity. He is a member
Ole Miss golf team.

P. MOORE & CO
Broadway, South Fulled
Phone 479-11114

motreng Inlaid Linoleum
iy1 and Tilts

war and McGee Carmelite
ipalstoring, Modern and

[Mg Kitchen Carpeting
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• ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Allow Williams

DEATHS
Mrs. Mary Sensing T. D.Boaz
Mrs. Mary Harris Sensing,
88, resident of 308 Fourth
Street, died at 8.15 p.m. Saturday, September 2, at the Fulton Hospital following anextended illness.
Born in Dickson County, Tennessee, May 12, 1884, she was
the daughter of the late Gus A.
and Kathryn B. Thompson.
A resident of Fulton since
1938 and the widow of IC Special Agent W. A. Sensing, she
was a member of the First
United Methodist Church.
Survivors include four sons,
George A. and John O. Sensing,
Charlotte, Tennessee, Louis W.
Sensing, South Fulton, and Enl
Sensing, Dickson, Tennessee,
two daughters, Mrs. Mary McNair, Mt. Olive, Mississippi,
and Mrs. Marjory Petty, Fulton; seventeen grandchildren, 14
great grandchildren and two
great great grandchildren.
Services were held Monday,
September 4, at 2 p.m. at
Fagan's Chapel near Charlotte,
Tennessee with the Rev. William G. Adams of Fulton and
the Rev. Armstead Oates offtelating. Interment was in the
Sensing Family Cemetery.
Grandsons served as pallbearers.

Thurmond
DeWitt (T.D.)
Boaz, 65, retired Illinois Central clerk and resident of Fulton, died at 8 a.m. Sunday,
September 3, at the Fulton Hospital following an extended illness.
Born in East Prairie, Missouri, November 11, 1906, he
was the son of the late Earl
and Gussie Murray Boaz, and
was a clerk for the ICRR for
30 years. A resident of Fulton
for the past 44 years, he was
a member of the Central Church
of Christ, Elks Lodge and Roberts Lodge No. 172 F& AM.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs, Verna Holland Boaz; a
son, Holland Earl (Pal) Boaz,
Bowling Green; three grandchildren, Gene DeWitt Boaz,
Richard Earl Boaz, and Zoos
Dean Boaz, all of Bowling
Green; a brother, Richard Murray Boaz, Memphis.
Services were held at 10a.m.
Tuesday, September 5, at the
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with
Brother Charles Houser officiating. Interment was in Boaz
Chapel Cemetery.
Active pallbearers were Robert Foy, Harold White, Charles
Wright, John Verhine, Leonard
Hagan and R. H. Lambert.

Mrs. Gessie Hicks

Mrs. Nell Speight

Mrs. Gessie Matt Hicks, 80,
Mrs. Nell Speight, mother of
wife of Alzo Hicks and resident Barney Speight of Hickman and
of Fulton, died at 6.30 p.m.Sat- the grandmother of Mrs. Wilma
urday, September 2, at McAlis- Wilbanks of Fulton, died at about
ter Rest Home, where she had noon Sunday, September 3, in
been a patient for the past year. Dyersburg.
Born in Hickman County,
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Kentucky, July 10, 1892, she was Tuesday, September 5, at
the daughter of the late John S. Ridgeway Funeral Home in
and Mary Walker Bushart and Paris, Tennessee. Interment
had been a resident of this com- was in Olive Branch Cemetery.
munity all her life. She was a
member of the Mt. Zion CP
Church.
•CAYCE NEWS
Besides her husband, to whom
Mrs. J. W. Ammons
she was married May 7, 1911
in Fulton, she leaves a son,
James Hicks, Fulton, a grandFor his 87th birthday, Hugh
son, Jimmy W. Hicks, Fulton,a Cruce and Mrs. Jessie Powell
granddaughter, Mrs. Tommy of Union City, Mr. and Mrs.
Kimbro, Clinton; three sisters, J. O. Cruce of Fulton, and Mrs.
Mrs. Pansy Gardner,South Ful- Della Cruce were at Mr. Horton, Mrs. Alma Bobler and ace Cruce's home near WoodMrs. Mary Mullins, both of land Mills for a very enjoyable
Lutz, Florida, two brothers, day Wednesday.
0. L. Bushart, South Fulton,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Edelman of
and Jesse Bushart, Detroit, St. Louis visited Mrs. Ella
great grandchildren, Freeze last week. Also Steve
three
Tammy Lynn Hicks and Jim- and Sancta Burns of St. Louis
my Dan Hicks, both of Fulton, spent the weekend with her.
and Billy Kimbro, Clinton.
Mr. and Mrs.flpward Pitmen
; Services were held at 2 p.m.*And . son, Garry, of Louisville
Tuesday, September 5, at Horn- visited Mr. and Mrs. Turner
beak Funeral Chapel with the Pursell this weekend. We are
Rev. Joe C. Gardner and the glad Turner was able to come
Rev. James Lawson officiating. home from the hospital Sunday.
Interment was in Mt. Zion
Irby Hammonds, W.A.Campcemetery.
bell and Rev. Sullivan are in the
Pallbearers were S. J. Wal- hospital.
ker, Tommy Kimbro, Delbert
Mrs. Billy Atwill is in the
Gene Gardner, Lourdes hospital at Paducah and
Thompson,
Larry Binford and J. C. Pil- expected to be there several
low.
days. We wish all of them a
speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs.Charles Ashe of
Memphis spent the weekend with
Richard L. Ferguson, 79,for- her mother, Mrs. Virginia
mer Fulton resident, died at Jones. A big crowd visited with
the St. Francis Hospital in them Sunday.
Washington, Missouri on MonMr. and Mrs. Jimmie Brasday, August 28.
field and son.; Rod, of MurfreesBorn in Fulton on October 11, boro, Tennessee visited with
1892, he was the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Atwill and
Richard A. andJohannaDeMyer other relatives this weekend.
Ferguson. He was baptized at
Several from here attended
the Liberty Baptist Church, the Harrison reunion at Columnear Fulton and was a member bus Park Sunday.
of the South Fulton Baptist
Mrs.
Dock Gardner of
Church for many years. He Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
served his country in the Navy Chappell and Mrs. Fred Covingfrom June of 1917 until Sep- ton of Martin visited Mr. and
tember of 1919.
Mrs. Glen Covington Sunday.
He was married on Octo- Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Covingber 15, 1923 to Miss Clemen- ton, Mr. and Mrs. Romey Aytine Raaf in St. Louis, where cock, and Mr. and Mrs. Clarthey resided for 25 years. Mr. ence Wagster of Union City
Ferguson was employed by Pub- visited them last week.
lic Service. The next 25 years
Mrs. Lucille Cruce of Pathey made their home in Fulton, ducah was a guest of Mrs. Mary
where he was engaged in farm- Cruce Sunday.
ing. In September of 1971 they
Mr. and Mrs. James McMurmoved to Gerald, Missouri ray were with Ralph Wade of
where he was a member of Well- Fulton from Wednesday until
ston Lodge 1.0.0.F. No.827 and Sunday.
the Nobel Farrell American
Rev. Holt, who passed away at
Legion Post No. 337.
the hospital in Union City MonSurvivors include his wife and day, was a pastor of the
a sister, Mrs. Maude Dedmon, Methodist Church here years
ago and the members were
Fulton.
Services were held Wednes- grief-stricken when hearing of
day, August 30, at 2 p.m. at his death.
the Oltmann Funeral Home in
The people are also sorry to
Gerald, Missouri with the Rev. hear of Raymond Champion getEarl Burnside officiating. In- ting hurt Saturday while visiting
terment was in St. Paul's Ce- his daughter, Mr. and Mrs.Bill
metery.
Craddock of Texarkana, Texas.
He is in the V. A. Hospital in
Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Woodside
reEmerson,
84,
L.
Estell
and sons of Mt. Vernon,Illinois
tired mechanic and Master and Mrs. Mable Woodside of
Mason of Fulton, died Sunday Murray visited Mr. Ardel Simpmorning, September 3, shortly son Monday.
after admission to the ComMr. and Mrs.Jack LaVine and
munity Hospital in Mayfield. Suzie are visiting relatives and
Born in Graves County, Ken- friends in Illinois.
tucky, August II, 1888, he was
Bill Gadberry spent Monday
the son of the late Reece and p.m. at Columbus Park, visiting
Lorena Glover Emerson. He with friends, Mr. Bill Stewart
was a member of the Pilot Oak and family of Phoenix, Arizona.
Missionary Baptist Church and
Roberts Lodge 172 F& AM,
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Grace Emerson; a daughter, Estelle Emerson, Fulton,
a step-daughter, Mrs. Ray
Bruce, Paris, Tennessee,a sisH. S. Miles, a contact repreter, Mrs. J. 0. Coltharp, Memsentative of the Bureau of Vetphis, three grandchildren.
Services were held at 2 p.m. eran's Affairs, will be at the
Tuesday, September 5, at the Chamber of Commerce office
Pilot Oak Missionary Baptist iii Fulton on Friday, September
Church with the Rev. Windal 15.
Mr. Miles will be present
Walker officiating. Interment
was in the church cemetery. from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. to
Masonic Rites were conduc- assist veterans and their deted Monde , September 4, at pendents with claims for bene8 p.m. at the Jackson Funeral fits due them as a result of
their military service.
Chapel in Dukedom.

Mr. and Mrs. Evis Harris of
St. Charles, Missouri visited
with Mrs. Harris' sister, Mrs.
Pete Winstead and family the
first of last week and left there
to visit another sister, Mrs. Edd
Freeman of the Hyndisner Community in Tennessee.
Our heart-felt sympathy to
Mrs. Jack Hicks and Mrs. Jim
Burke in the loss of their companions last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvie Williams
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams Thursday afternoon.
We are glad to report Mrs.
Paul Howard is home from the
hospital after several days
there and is getting along fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Newman Croft
are having a new well put down
at their place.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams visited Mr.and Mrs.Paul
Howard a while Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Antasiak and Mr. Jimmy Antasiak
of Detroit, Michigan spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs.

Harold Hopkins in South Ful- funeral was Monday and his body
was layed to rest in Oak Grove
ton.
Mr. N. C. Dalton was a pa- Cemetery. Our sympathy to
those
left to mourn his passing.
tient in the Fulton Hospital a
I was a patient in Hillview
few days last week from a couHospital over last weekend. I
ple of bumble bee stings.
We were so glad to hear Mr. found out I have gall stones-Harvey Vaughan's home after (that I didn't want). Thanks to
being in the hospital and having you who took time to visit, call
surgery. We do hope he can soon or send cards or remembered
me in any way while!was there.
be out and about again.
Mrs. Gladys Cannon spent the May the good Lord always be
Larry
good
to you.
weekend with her son
I read in a paper that styles
Cannon and family in Memphis
and all drove down in Mis- next year for men will be dressissippi to visit with Larry's ses with ruffles and high heel
shoes--"I wondered why they
in-laws there.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wil- didn't add ribbons." I talked to
liams visited with Mrs. Pernie a few men about these dresses
Yates a while Friday after- and those I talked to didn't seem
at all impressed.
noon.
Those visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.Sonny Jones and
daughter, Dana, spent the week- Harold Hopkins Sunday afterend with Mrs. Jones' parents noon were Mr. and Mrs. ConMr. and Mrs. Eddie Bushart in rad Antasiak, Mr. Jimmy Antasiak, Mrs. Jack Haddad and
Fulton.
Timmy Foster fell out of a children, Lori, Christie and
tree last Saturday and broke his Jackie, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
arm and has been a patient in Williams, Mrs. Buton Howard,
the hospital in Memphis since. Mrs. Paula Thompson and dauI think he is doing fine now. ghters, Betty, Karen and Melva.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold ThompMr. Dell Hendrix,formerly of
this community, passed away in son and girls spent the weekend
Illinois Saturday and was with Mr. and Mrs.Paul Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody,
brought back to Dukedom to
Jackson's Funeral Home. The Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams,

yoke's'

44ScrnA
Fulton, Ky.

Esiell L.Emerson

H. S. Miles To Be
At Local Chamber

INSURANCE TO VALUE:
Each family should check its
insurance annually to make sure
it has sufficient coverage in es ent
of disaster, such as fire or windstorm, the Allstate Safety Crusade reminds us. When you add
furniture, improve your home or
just figure on ‘alues rising because of inflation, you need additional insurance protection'

Spain's Energy Use
Grows 9.2 Per Cent

81,543 Patents
Issued
WASHINGTON-The U.S.
Patent Office Issued 81,543
patents in 1971, with U.S. inventors obtaining 58,003. West Germans led foreign inventors with
5,586.

Fewer Engines
Do More
ST. LOUIS-With a third fewer
locomotives. U.S. railroads now
handle 7 per cent more gross
ton-miles than in 1950.

MADRID-1n 1971 Spain's de!
mand for energy grew 9.2 per
cent, compared with an average
of 6 7,
9- cent in recent years. In
the last four years solid fuels
have lost ground while crude
oil, nuclear energy and natuiral
gas have been in greater demand.
Since 1961 the population of
the Federal Republic of Germany has risen by 4.46 million
to a total of 60.649,196.
_

Greenfield Monument Works
- In Operation 68 Years -

Large Display •
" Well Lighted At Night '
Open Sunday Afternoons
*

W. D. Powers

Greenfield

Fulton
Phone 4724853

Phone 235-2293
.

J. B. M.ANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.
ailliffl11111111,

NOW how aDout listening toilina qi 3,r I
More than a few things are troubling our cities,
our world, our souls.
Sometimes, we raise our hands heavenward and say,
"When oh when are you going to change it all, Lord?"
And "changing it all" is just what He expects us to do!
Listen: "Love your neighbor as yourself."
If that were put to practice-really to practiceghettos would not exist, wars would cease, hunger would end,
inhumanity would be stricken from the dictionary.
A perfect world.
Will we ever see it?
One thing is certain, we won't even begin to see it,
if we don't start doing what God has asked of us
for heaven only knows how long.

Richard L. Ferguson
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and Mr. and Mrs. Pete Winstead and Judy, Walter and Mike
Winstead visited with Mr. and
Mrs. Clemmie Barber Sunday
after church and enjoyed the
dinner and visiting together.
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Antasiak, Mr. Jimmy Antasiak,
Mrs. Dorothy Hopkins, Mr. Neal
Jones and Mr. and Mrs. Ross
Williams visited Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Williams Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams and Mr. and Mrs.Conrad
Antasiak visited with Mrs.
Lupie Haley and brother Tom
Laswell a while Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Keath Emily are
lonely these days as their little
grandsons have returned to
their home in Independence,
Missouri after spending six
weeks with them this summer.

TTEND

EGULARLY

HURCH

is to patronize them.
This feature is sponsored by the folios/int; public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them

Llbesty Super Market
South Fyn" Tonsessom

IDdnaan-Fulion R. E. C. C.
"Live Illottor
Hickman, Ky.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
set Corr *root
Fulton, Ky.

471-1412

M & B Gulf Station

E. W. James and Sons

Tiros, Batteries,.'Accassorios
472-9068
Kentucky Ave. at Road

SUPERMARKETS
South Fulton
Hickman
Vida City

The Citizen's Bank
Mali. aur bank your bank
234.2855
Hickman, Ky.

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At tho'Storo-or ot your door
Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton 4711471

Henry I. Siegal Company. Ine.
Fulton and South Fulton
• Good place to work

Tube's Electric System
Pollen, Kentucky
4/2-13112

.orit
BB Make fltr

toniplitoonts

Fulton Bank
PRISOIDLY BANK

Nam Edwards Tracking Cep
mom
Clloolos. Ky.

41144711
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FOR SALE: C
perfect shape; 1
sonable price. 13
sces, Dukedom, T
FOR SALE 1
Nova Super Spor
condition. Motor
376 hydraulic ca
lifts. Recently ow
speed transmissk
tires, meg wheels
after 530 p. in.
FOR SALE: 1
pickup truck, lo
good, $300. 30-in
with large oven
clean, $45 or will
conditioner in I
condition. Call
ton, Ky.

The quickest,
way to a good.
tonal job is to 1
WRITING (ABC)
as little as 6 wee
ment plan to soil
Day and night
587-4911. BRUC1
INSTITUTE, 308
tin. Tenn. 38237.
PAPERBACK
buy, sell, trad
books. Allen's Pr
Highway, South I

IVAN1
use.
The main auditorium and the smaller craft buildings of the Ozark Folk Culture Center are designed for year-round

EVER SINCE

By William Thomas
Ti,. Commercial Appeal Mid•Soutb Magazine

the first annual
Arkansas Folk Festival was staged
in Mountain View 10 years ago, it
has been an event of such pure
country charm that it is hard to
believe it could have flowered
anywhere but the village square or
the community's old-fashioned
school auditorium.
Indeed, for hundreds, of thousands of visitors who attend the
festival each year, the square and
the schoolhouse have become almost as much a part of the folk
scene as the hill people who gather
there to sing, dance and play the
music their elders taught them.

one of the chief promoters of the
new facility all along. What Driftwood doesn't quite believe is the
size and scope of the up-going center, which is costing a cool
$3,390,000.
"When we first began talking
about this thing," he said, "we
thought it was just going to be a
music hall for the pickers and
singers and a crafts building for
the craftsmen. If somebody had
said there was going to be a development of more than 50 buildings
on 80 acres, we'd have laughed
them plumb over the mountain."

But when the next festival opens
in April of 1973, the scene is going
to shift. Although there may continue to be some unscheduled jam
sessions on the courthouse lawn,
the main activity will be in the
new Ozark Folk Culture Cenier,
now being built on a wooded hilltop
a mile or so outside Mountain
View.
"I see it, but I don't believe it,"
says folk singer Jimmy Driftwood,
who not only helped initiate the
festival originally, but has been

THERE IT IS — an ultraBUT
modern, ultra-sophisticated com-

KENTUCKY

BLUE CROSS® and BLUE SHIELD®'
MOBILE INFORMATION CENTER
KIM CROSS& BLUE SH1Eto
MOSLE ItifORMATKA i.ENTER

plex that not only will serve as a
home for the annual folk festival,
but may become a year-round
convention center, as well as a
place to train new craftsmen in he
old-time skills and arts of the
mountain people.
In fact, when the project is completed this winter, more than 20
different crafts will be housed in
small, individual buildings grouped
around the Folk Center's main
auditorium. These will include
woodcarving, blacksmithing, basket making, dulcimer making,
wood turning, weaving and spinning, rail-splitting, doll making,
leather crafting, shucking, gunsmithing, picture painting, candle
making, glass blowing, potter
making, Indian crafts, homemade
jams and jellies and hand-built
furniture.
A large portion of the folk complex involves a Continuing Education Center. It is designed to attract business and educational
groups looking for a place to conduct workshops, seminars or training programs of various kinds. In
addition to the education center,
itself, there will be 30 duplexes
with 60 bedrooms to house "students" who come for these programs. There's also a swimming
pool and a large dining room to
serve this part of the center.
The hub of the whole thing is a
massive, hive-shaped air-conditioned, acoustically engineered
music auditorium. Designed with a

IS COMING TO

stage for both indoor and outdoor
performances, the main hall is 120
feet in diameter, 60 feet high and
has a seating capacity of 1,060.
Besides a highly sophisticated
sound control room, there are also
rooms for taping and filming
shows, tuning-up instruments and
dressing-up performers. Every
tune-up room, incidentally, has an
instrument which sounds an electronic note that's exactly on key.
441
I'VE GOT TO admit there's a
lot more to this than we thought
there was going to be at first,"
says Tommy Simmons, the former
mayor of Mountain View, who has
been project director since construction began last October. Mr.
Simmons, a country musician himself, worked with Driftwood over
the years to interest the federal
government in the project.
"We've been talking it up ever
since the Rackensack Society put
on the first festival in 1963," says
Mr. Simmons. "Everytime somebody in Washington tried to put the
project in a coffin, we'd stand on
the lid and keep them from driving
in the nails."
Finally, the Economic Development Administration (EDA) issued
an 80 per cent grant to build the
center. The idea was that it would
help the economy of this depressed
section of north-central Arkansas.
The remaining 20 per cent of the
money came in the form of a loan
to the City of Mountain View.
According to Mr. Simmons, it
was EDA that finally made the
project bigger than anybody had
ever dreamed. "Once EDA decided they were going to have to build
it, they said, 'Let's see what we
can do to make it stronger financially.' Well, what they did was
expand it to include the Continuing
Education Center."
Although some of the mountain
people say the area needs new
industry more than it needs a "culture center," Mr. Simmons is still
convinced that the project will
bring about an improved economy.

FULTON
Thursday,September 7,1972
on Lake Street
A VALUABLE COMMUNITY SERVICE

Everyone (Blue Cross and Blue Shield
members and non-members)
is invited to visit the Information
Center, with questions regarding
health care protection.

Midis& Chandlor
Manager
Mobile Information
Center

Farm Bureau Members may also obtain
information about benefits available
through the Farm Bureau Group.

Sam Gray
Your Sr..
Enrollment
Representative

3101 BARDSTOWN ROAD
/Registered seratce marks of the American Hospital Association

BAND FESTIVAL
lloward Worley. president of
the Mayfield Kiwanis Club announced Thursday, August 31,
that the annual Kiwanis sponsored marching Band Festival
will be held on October 21. Invitations are being sent by
Mayfield High Sc'hool band director. Gerald Slerkt, to high
school bands in Kentucky and
surrounding stales to participate in the event.
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Adult classes are going to
be offered again this year at
Hickman Elementary No.2.TI,
starting date for the basic etas
sea is Monday, September I
1972. The classes will run ea,'
Monday and Thursday events:
at 6:30.
whatsoever is in
No expense
volved for this opportunity t
receive a High School Equi
valency Certificate and there
by increase your earning and

efficiency power.
Anyone who is interested in
taking the courses or who needs
additional information concerning them, please contact Bobby
Childers at 236-2426.

NOTICE
Due to unforeseen circumstances

CASA MIA
RESTAURANT
(U. S. 45 Hickory, Ky.)

KENTUCKY

BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC.

(Ed's Note: An almost
equal amount of EDA
funds can be secured to
establish the LatinFriendship
American
Center here, according
to the present criteria
for allocating grants in
areas such as ours.)

P.7141
\:
C1)
6i>

Adult Classes Are
Offered In Hickman

The Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Mobile Information Center Manager
will be available to serve you.

Elam Wilk SI

KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL, INC.

• LOUISVILLE, KY. 40205 •

PHONE (502)452-1511

ek'Registered service marks of the tailbone! Association of Blue Shield Plans

WILL NOT REOPEN
AS SCHEDULED

TIRES 71
•
Wheels Ei
WHEELS A

City Tit
101 W.St.
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Use the WANT ADS!
FOR SALE: CaietAy baler, DRAPERIES
MADE FREI.
perfect shape; likla %law ; rea- when you purchase
your masonable price. Bennett David- terial from our
wide selection
e:cm Dukedom, Tenn,
of choice patterns.t colors lind
weaves. P. N. Hirsch Si ComFOR SALE 1067 Chevy II pany, South
Fulton.
Nova Super Sport. in excellent
ItE4T'eelchMrs. Crutches
condition. 'Motor size 327 with
376 hydraulic cam, hydraulic and other convalescent aids at
SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
lifts. Recently overhauled. Four
Fulton. Kv
speed transmission. Four new Vt
tires, mag wheels. Call 472-1247
TOYS & GIFTS
after 5:30 p. m.
PARTY PL•NI
FOR SALE: 1961 Chevrolet Highest commission - Largest
selections.
Fantastic Hostess
pickup truck, long bed, runs
good, $300. 30-inch gas range Awards. No Cash Outlay. Call
with large oven, hakes good. or write "Santa's Parties".
clean, ;45 or will trade for air Avan, Cf. OGOOL Telephone 1
conditioner in good working (203) 673-3455. — .ALSO BOOKING PARTIE'4,
condition. Call 533-6092, Clinton, Ky.
DID YOU KNOW THAT
The quickest, most effective AVON ladies will be selling
different
way to a good-paying secre- over 100 new and
tarial job is to learn SPEED- Christimias gifts this fall? Call
details
write:
898-2708
for
or
WRITING (ABC) Shorthand in
as little as 6 weeks. Easy pay- !qrs. Margaret Taylor. Box 1022
Paducah, Ky. 420111.
ment plan to suit your budget.
"GREATEST BREAKDay and night classes Call
587-4911. BRUCE BUSINESS
THROUGH SINCE THE
INSTITUTE, 308 Poplar, MarAUTOMOBILE ITSELF"
tin. Tenn. 38237.
more flats or balancing
No
PAPERBACK BOOKS We
buy, sell, trade paperback problems to worry or shake
books. Allen's Pottery. Martin your brain. We have is breakHighway, South Fulton, Tenn. through product you simply insert into tube or tubeless tires
puncture-proofs and
wirich
balances for life of tire. Our
product has been tested on the
Ow WM Messrs Thu moon and earth. Would you like
a groundfloor opportunity exclisive distributorship for your
area? We will invest three dol!ars to your one it you qualify
in your area. All trucks, tires,
auto parts, service gallons,
auto dealers, garages, and
MES TRUE4t3 farm implements are big users.
To qualify, you need 53,800 te
810,000 investment depending On
size of terri:ory. This is a guarWheels Balanced
anteed sale secured by inventory, and is not a franchise
fee. For complete details phone
WHEELS ALIGNEI (904) 396-5856, Mr. F. William
Jones, OT se-rite:
Sun Chemical and Refining
754 Gulf Life Tower
Jacksonville, Florida, 32207
State Lille
may never repeat itself
S. VuU - Pb. 4784741
cain. Territory is going fast.

ary

WANTED!

e: An almost
nt of EDA
secured to
the LatinFriendship
e, according
ft criteria
g grants in
as ours.)
ESTIVAL
Icy. President of
iwanis Club an--day, August 31,
:1 Kiwanis sportg Band Festival
is October 21. Inbeing sent by
Sc'hool. band did Sledd, to high
in Kentucky and
.tates to particient.
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City Tire Co.
101 W.

—FiJLTON, KENTUCKY
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Of interest lo Homemakers
TI" hi April 1927

The Pacemaker Image

Canadian Abortions
Triple
OTTAWA—Nearly 31,000 therapeutic abortions were performed on Canadian residents
In 1971, compared with just over
11,000 to 1970.

VIM Unveils !New Look'

NEW YORK—The first public
TV demonstration took place
April 7, 1927, when Herbert
Hoover, then secretary of commerce, talked to and saw Walter
Gifford, president of American
Telephone 8t Telegraph Co. The
transmission was between New
York and Washington.

be alternating white. blue and white stripes
'the University of Tennessee at Martin', -new image ' football
The other set of jerseys is quite a departure tor the Pacers.
team will take on a completely new look when the Facers open
blue mesh with white numerals on both lhe frimt and back
Solid
Sept. 16 at Middle Tennessee 4late.
and on each shoulder, and alternating white, orange and white
The Pacers graced Universal., Stadium decked out from hetickgt
toe in a totally new uniform designed and tailored to project dir. stripes around the sleeves, the nest jersey gives the UTM gridders
a profound nest look.
"pacemaker" image adopted by the University last year for
•• Capping off the newly acquired wardrobe is a distinctively
picture day Saturday.
t•
According to Coach Vernon Prather. UTN1's equipment coor- t designed headgear emphasizing UTM's nest blue color. As iti the
past the helmet will be basically white but will have a aide stripe
dinator and designer of the nem regalia, the basic color scheme
down the cenfer and a decorative orange and blue UM! insignia
will continue to be orange and white. traditional colors of the
in
the shape of a football on each side.
CALL
University of Tennessee. UTM is one of five primary campuses of
Members of the media were the first to get a new look at the
the statewide UT system but is the only one fielding athletic
teams which employ the predominantly orange and white colors. ,blue jersey and overall new uniform as the Pacers opened fall
practice Saturday morning.
The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga. the newest member
of the system with an intercollegiate sports program. maintained
no obion Countians will be serits blue and white colors and nickname Moccasins.
ving in that countr
they feel
"It was following the UTM student body's vote to change out
Ihere are probably still others
nickname from Vols to Pacers that the coaching staff got together
It any obion County men are there at this time
and agreed that the establishment of an entirely new image was
Those knowing of an ()Mon
in order," said head coach Robert Carroll 15-year- veteran of the serving in the armed forces in
UTM grid program. "We maintained some things in our Vietnam. the Union City Count tan serving in that countri
.ire
asked to turn his name in io
Jayeettes
want
their
addresses in
traditional dress such as orange home jerseys, but we jazzed up
Logan Jr.. at 885the overall uniform with touches of blue and some flashy trim." order to mail them a special Mrs
"We've got enough variety in our equipment now to change our Christmas present this Dec. 25. 1126:1. Inc to Airs Thomas Davis. at
R85-1322
However. in order for the
uniform from game to game," he added. "We might even play
some home games in our nest blue jerseys. That'll keep the fans packages to arrive in time, the
Jaycettes
must have the names
guessing!"
Since becoming a part of the University of Tennessee in 1927, immediately. co-chairmen of the
UTM athletic teams have competed in predominantly orange and drive. Mrs. Bill Acree and Mrs
white uniforms. In football, the early 1960's saw UTM go to a gray Steve Jackson. said today
So far. the Jaycettes have
Pant in favor of white, but for the most part orange and white
received enly one name and,
remained as the basic theme.
while they hope that before long
-The orange jerseys with white helmets were a definite identity
factor a hen we were referred to, much to our dislike, as the 'Baby
Vols'," Carroll added. "But that's all changed now that we have
•
established our campus and athletic teams as pacemakers. A new
uniform will really give our fans something new to identify with
We go to any Web to give you seamless customized
Age 21 To 50 Yrs. Old
Describing the Pacers new attire for the upcoming Gulf South
guttering for your home. White enameled - it will
Conference grid race, Coach Prather said that the outfit begins
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
ith a solid white pant set off by a wide blue belt exposed by wide
not peel, crack or rust. Made at your home by the
Only 7 P. M. To 12 P. M.
hell loops. Orange leggins and white shoes will top off the lower
factory -on -wheels. Use Sears Easy Payment Plan.
half of the new outfit.
Two complete sets of nylon mesh, half sleeve jerseys will
dominate the upper portion of the uniform. One set, designed
primarily for home games, will be orange with white numerals on
Apply
the front and back, and smaller numbers on each shoulder for
Ray's Bar-B-0 Inc.
quicker television and press box identification. On the sleeves will

i
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Ray S

BARBECUE
\Take Home/

us —470
9
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9082Se—
WEEK rvict

VACATION

Seek Addresses

Re-Open September 12, 1972
Thanks For This Year's Business
—A Family Restaurant —

Lounge Waitress

SEAMLESS 41
1
Aluminum
Guttering

Pay $2.00 Per Hr.
South Fulton, Tenn.

Call

,

$1 19
per lineal foot
INSTALLED

479-1420 for a free estimate.

Catalog Sales Office
Sears NOW at303Sears
Broadway

40.111 ...VCR AND CO

South Fulton, Tenn.
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And we want you to visit our store!

Ito

OUR NEW FASHIONS INCLUDE: Dresses ... Long
Dresses ... Slacks. .. Tops... Pant Suits. We're not"Name
Dropping," but when you come in, you will recognize our
well-known lines in Junior and Misses sizes.

0110MEA
L US

—

JII
le NW loan
noon filename RaN

•

Mon..
s.. Wed
041-1243
•NLY
Not Admitte

We Offer The Same Service In

PROFESSIONAL
FITTING
... Selection . and

NTR
IRL

styling. . ,in our Wig
Department at our
new location.
•

LUS —

"

FALL STYLES
In the new Capless
are here . . . this includes Shags. Our
everyday low price:

$21.50

NEW WIG
ACCESSORIES:
Side Curls
Cluster Curls
Pony Tails
Hair Pieces
Postiches
Falls

FASHIONS
216 Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.
FULTON TEXACO CAR WASH
206 WEST STATE LINE

(Next Door To Evans Drug Store)
MRS. SAMMY HADDAD, Owner

Curfew,Zoning Subjects
Before Fulton Commission

Ky.
LAST WEEK- THIS WEEK-Every Week of the year 1 (We'll show you the receipts) Fulton,

Thursday, Sept. 7, 1972

NO SKIMPING ON OUR COVERAGE !Champion
SHOPPER 5,377 plus NEWS 1600
--equals OVER 6,900

Steers
Selected

Page 2

place going to Scotty Taylor's
steer,
In the heavyweight Hereford
class, Laura Stricklin was tops,
Tommy
followed
s,e'Lisa
laTreee
classes,
ot
ll by
Cochran's animal was tops,
gine
shown
by
the
by
followed
Roger Cochran.
There were tie animals shown.
"I think this was one of the best
county steer shows I have seen.
numberwise
and
both
qualltywise," Dr. David Kirk.
patrick. UT assistant professor tii
the Extension Service said at
noon today.
"I think the top end of the
steers, on through the sixth and
odtuhcee tytpe
odawye
seventh places, aprre
trying Ill
steers that will yield a high
percentage of their live weight
into high quality lean meat. I
think the boys and girls have
done a marvelous job with their
animals."

FULTON, Ky.-A number of
Cecil Wade asked for enforcecitizens appeared before the ment of the city curfew law.
Fulton Commission for various
Letters on the subject also
reasons at a meeting held this
CIRCULATION THIS SECTION
were read from the Rev. Gerald
week.
Stow and the Rev. James W.
E-V-E-Ft--Y WEEK.
Best.
good
results).
such
get
advertisers
why
our
(That's
Acting on the request, the
PIIWIT NO.
Lisa Cochran and Carol Brown
commission instructed the city
POST Offla DefARTOMN7
are probably the two happiest
manager to see that the law is
"I 84
STATEMENT. OF MAILING MATTER WITH PERMIT IMPRINTS
girls at the Obion County Fair
"enforced strictly."
472-16
after their steers were named
MAILER: Prepare in duplicate, completing all items by typewriter, pen or indelible pencil.
The regulation calls for minors
B-I-G TRIPLE
NUMMI CO
Grand and Reserve Champions
to be off the streets by 11 pm
OUTSIDE
CARTONS
SAMS
at the Junior Livestock Market
Feature Program!
WEPT NO.
DATE
°MCI
POST
hour's
an
than
more
Consuming
SUNP1S
Steer Show today
FRL - SAT.- SUN!
discussion was a request from
The animals will be sold tonight
29Aug72
Fulton, Ky 42041
on clarification of
McDade
Max
Livestock
-No. 1 •4th-Parcel post. books. in the annual Junior
El 5rd-Books ot cataIrd -Circulars and
ii 2nd-Newspapers
zoning rules which would permit • 1.-1.2....
and, historically, the two
Auction
merchandise. pnnted
logs of 21 pages
other primed matter.
and magazines
IMMO Tatter,
Disoutpresent
command
the
enlarging
animals
his
top
16
matter.
ozs. ot
IN THEIR RIGHT
Of TOM seeds,
menhand.se less
entered as
post cards.
more.
standing prices. Last year's show
count Store to provide space
en., kss than 16 ozs.
than 16 on
setond-class mad
TO FREEDOM
for E. W. James Supermarket
champ brought Si 060 pound and
memo,* NO.
NAM APO ADDRESS Of PEWIT HOLDER
THEY BECAME
Check here when mailing is by authorized non-profit organization
.
was purchased by the Coca-Cola
to move from Tennessee to Ken- (burn& .Z/P Car)
(Section 134.5 P.M.)
711E
Bottling Co for a total of
tucky. The move is being conmust
organization)
nonprofit
authorized
than
(other
Mailer
$3,330.60.
templated, he said, in anticipaNews
County
Fulton
YIS check here whether his total mailings made at bulk third.
THE LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY
Lisa, the daughter of Mr. and
tion of Kentucky's removal ol
doss rates at all post offices, under any name, for the curFO Box 307
Mrs. Ed Archie of the Linthe 5 per cent sales tax on
rent calendar year, exceed 250,000 pieces.
a
denwood Community, showed
Fulton Ky
food sales.
I.1711 pound Charolais-Polled
Trained As
Weight of a single piece.
Because the required parking
1.29 on. Hereford cross.
CATTLE
space would involve property
The show's reserve Champion.
Number of pieces in • pound. (For :bird-thus
AND
owned by the McDades which;
shown by Carol. daughter of Mrs
- No. 2 m
matter waited at bole ram.)
12
now is zoned for residential use, siGNATunt • . 4111.
Wanda Barker of South Fulton,
.•
4.4
a OR AGENT ,
LIVESTOCK
OA
the question arose as to whether
was a 1,070 pound Angus steer.
BUYERS
The showmanship award went
Total number of PIECES in mailing.
the move would be within cur--P6re.--4.-. \s------. •
'
Train now to buy cattle,
lo a third girl, Mary Jane Canrent mutations.
Mrs
and
and hogs at auctions,
Mr
of
Sheep
non. daughter
Several property owners pro- NAME AND ADORERS Of INDIVIDUAL OR ORGANIZATION fOR WHICH MAK- Total number of POUNDS in mailing.
feedlots, sale barns, etc.
4.48
Charles Cannon of South Fulton
ING IS PREP/dIED (If other lb.,. frIMUI bolder)
tested the proposal.
Write TODAY for a local
McDade was advised that the
Taking top honors ill the light
Rate chargeable on each (check one)
interview. Include yOur comclass were animals
Angus
weight
proper procedure was to make
Fulton SHOPPER
4
plete address and phone
is
Pea
im mum)
4,.8
owned by David Stricklin and
number.
application to the city building
PO Box
heavy
the
In
Russell
Kathy
Inspector, and in the event the
CATTLE BUYERS, INC.
F.J.1t,on, Ky
Angus class. Carol Brown's
application was denied to apply
followed by the
4420 Madison
first,
was
animal
to the Board of Zoning AdjustTOTAL COMPUTED POSTAGE $ 258.11
Kansas City, Me. 64111
one shown by Mary Jane Cannon
ment.
-a X....n.4 day,.
The light Hereford class was
Both Nelson Tripp, who is Sdy 9
3602
headed by the steer shown by
Dukedom
Katrina
2nd,
Wilds
Fulton
South
building inspector as well as
second
Cubs l Jersey
Holstein Animals Showing But Nol
Vickie Ferguson. with
SHOWMANSHIP AWARD .Mich•el 3rd, Gwen Browder South Fulton
Placing
mayor, and Leon Fields, chairCLASS iii
Brundige Martin, Tenn
OPEN DAIRY
man of the Board of Zoning AdDavid Hobbs. Mayf leld; Christy JO Wilds.
JUNIOR CHAMPION Kfilt Stubblefield,
Murray, KY
Dukedom
justment, disqualified themselves
SR CHAMPION James Wilson. Hollow
Katrina Wlicts CotAtedom
Claes li-Jerkey
Rock. Tenn
from their posts in this particuSteve Ropers. Fulton and Kirk ON,
BRANDON De V/ILDE
Knit Stubble.t•Id,
JR
CHAMPION
James Wilson,
GRAND CHAMPION
Martin
CoL Thos. Ray Alford, Dukedom, Tenn.
lar case as both are property
KEENAN WYNN • TIM O'CONNOB
Murray. by
Nohow Rock, Tenn
1 YEAR OLD COW 1st, James Wilson.
SR CHAMPION James Wilson. Hollow
James Wilson,
DICK GAUTIER ROBERT LANSING
RESERVE CHAMPION
& Bonded Auctioneer Lic. No. 549, Tenn.
Lic.
owners in the area involved.
BlankNship,
Phillip
2nd,
Rock.
Hollow
Tenn
Rock,
Hollow Rock. Tenn
GEORG STANFORD BROWN
James Wilson, Beech Bluff, 3rd, James Wilson. Hollow
GRAND CHAMPION
Class II -044rnsey
and Ky.-Phone 469-5857 or 479-3369
J. Wesley Richardson was apJAMES DALY • COLOR by Monelsb oi
Hollow Rock, Tenn
Michael Brundtdge
CHAMPION
Rock. In,. Phillip Blankenship. Beech Bli01
JR
Oa AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL Release 5410
James Wilson
pointed temporary inspector to
RESERVE CHAMPION
Martin. Tenn
YEAR OLD COW 1st, James Wilson,
Michael Brundidoe. Hollow/ Rock, Tenn
SR
CHAMPION
Hollow Rock, 2nd, Phillip Blenkenship.
rule in this case and the Board
Class 1--Owernidy
martin. Tenn
Beech Bluff. Bd, James Wilson. Hollow
Freeman Brune/W. Rock FT, Susan Blankenship, inch 15101
JR CHAMPION
Michael Brun
GRAND CHAMPION
of Zoning Adjustment will ap-No.3Martin. Tenn
dd., Martin. Tenn
PRODUCT OF DAM ist. James Wilson,
point a temporary chairman to
SR CHAMPION Gwen Browder, Fulton
Michael
CHAMPION
RESERVE
Hollow Rock. 2nd, Randall Blankenship,
Ky
COME FACE TO FACE act in Fields' place.
Brundidge. Marten, Tenn
Beech Wulf. 3rd, Kathy JO Stubblefield.
Browder
Gwen
CHAMPION
GRAND
ININtifi
Class
Murray. oft. Km? StublyINie1d. Murray. 5th
Win Whitnel was appointed by
Sandra Lou Stark, Fulton. Ky
JR
CHAMPION
The Junior and Open Dairy
bathe Jo Stubblefield, Murray
WITH TOTAL TERROR
Freemar
CHAMPION
RESERVE
Ky
GET OF SIRE Isl, James MIN, Hollow
the commission to fill a vacancy Shows at the Obion County Fair Murray.
Hobbs. Brundidde, Martin. Tenn
Robert
SR
CHAMPION
Rock. 2nd Kathy Jo Stubbteield, Murray
Class 3ANIONA
on the Board of Zoning Adjust- Thursday were the largest ever Mayfield, by
1st. Steve Roger,,
JR HEIFER CALF
Stark.
Lou
Sandra
JR
CHAMPION
Robert Hobbs.
GRAND CHAMPION
Fulton. 2nd, Christy Jo MIN, Dukedom.
held and the fair's new livestock Mayfield
ment.
Murray
3rd, Steve Rogers. Fulton
SR CHAMPION Robert Hobbs, Mayfield
David Hobbs,
1st, Steve Roger,
RESERVE CHAMPION
EARLY SR CALF
Reappointed to the City Park center is credited with the
Robert Hobbs. Fulton. TO, Laura Mollie, Fulton
GRAND CHAMPION
maw wid
Board for a two-year term were renewed interest.
Mayfield
Steve Roger's,
Class INf•- Robust
SR YEARLING CLAF
fact,
David
large,
show
Hobbs.
so
in
The
CHAMPION
was
RESERVE
JR CHAMPION Steve Roger,. Fulton
Fulton Gwen Browder, Jan MOW. F upon
James Martin, Mrs. Billy Jolley
Mayfield
Christy Jo Wilds
1st, Christy Jo Wilds,
SR CHAMPION
2 YEAR 05.0 COW
to
animals
had
the
that
of
many
Clans il-AysTre
and Percy Lee.
Dukedom
Dukedom Sod and 3rd. Gwen Browner,
be removed following the judging
Steve Rockers. Fulton Fulton Kir
JR CHAMPION
GRAND CHAMPION Christy Jo Wild,
te
Christy Joe WOOS,
SR .CHAMPION
TIRES TAKE MUCH WIRE
to make room for the beef Dukedom
Col. Thos. Ray Alford, Manager
3 YEAR OLD COW 1st. Gwen Brander.
Steve Ropers. Dukedom
RESERVE CHAMPION
AKRON, Ohio - Over 500,000 animals later in the day.
GRAND CHAMPION Christy Joe Wilda. Fulton. Kr 2nd. Gwen Browder Fulton, K
I ult.
S. Fulton, Tenn.
125 E. State Lino
4 YEAR OLD COW 1st, Gwen Browder,
DukedOrn
Opened to all dairymen in West
tons of high - quality, finely
RESERVE CHAMPION Gwen Browner. Fulton, led. Katrina Wilds. Dukedom 3rd,
1st. Mows Wilson
JR HEIFER CALF
(At the stoplight on US 45-E, Martin Hiway)
Gwen Browder. Fulton
drawn steel wire will be rolling Tennessee and West Kentucky Hollow Rock. Trein . Tod. James We/son F union
JR HEIFER CALF 1st and 2nd. James
PRODUCT OF DAN, 1st. Steve Roger
Hollow Rock. Tenn . 3rd. Krit Stubblefield
on the world's roads by 1975, two years ago, the winners this Murray.
Wilson, Hollow Rock. 3rd, Krit Stubblefield. Fulton
COME SEE US.. . YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU IDADI
Kir
EARLY SR CALF 1st. Krit Stubblefield. Murray. Ky , an,, Kathy Jo Stubbleheld.
hidden in belts surrounding tire year were mostly from other
areas
MORE FRENCH OWN TVS
Murray, by . 2nd. James Wilson. Howdy Murray, Ky
01M.re COLOR...0 LAB casings.
EARLY SR CALF 1st. Kra StubbliNietd.
R.1, Tenn . 3rd. Larry Boucher. Roth.,
Phone 479-3369
Showing the grand and reserve ford.
Free Delivery
PARIS - French families own
Murray, Ind. James Wilson, Hollow Rock,
Tenn 4th Chuck Roberts. Union Coy
lit . James Wilson, 3rd. Kathy Jo Stubblefield, Murray, NI
champions in the Jersey breed
I AT F SR CAL F
12 million television sets, more
Mon. - Sat.
9: am to 6: pm
Open
Boucher. Rutherford, Sth, Chuck
was James Wilson of Hollow Hollow 1400k. Tenn 706. Kril Stutibiefield. Larry
Roberts. Union City
Murray. kv
than four times as many u in
Isl. James Wilson,
LATE SR CALF
Rock, Tenn., while David Hobbs
1st and 2nd.
14 YEARLING HEIFER
Hollow Rock. 2nd, Krit Stubblefield, 1961.
of Mayfield, Ky., had the grand James Wilson. Hollow Rock. Tenn , 3rd, tint Murray.
Kathy Jo Stubblefield,
Stubbletield. Murray, by
and reserv4 Holsteins in both the
collectibles,
1st. Kra Murray
HEIFER
YEARLING
SR
antiques,
bedroom,
Kitchen,
1st and rrd.
JP YEARLING CALF
Stubblefield Murray. by
open and junior shows.
7 YEAR OLD COW 15t, and 2.1, James James Wilson. Hollow Rock, Tenn . NO.
glassware, misc.
In the Guernsey breed, Michael Wilson.
Hollow Rock. Tenn . )rd. Randall Kathy Jo Stubblefield. Murray. Oh. Krit
Murray
Brundige of Martin had grand Blankenship. Beech Bluff. Tenn . 4th. Ricky Stubblefield,
1st. grit Stub
SR YEARLING CALF
Krit
5th.
Roberts. Union City, Tenn
and reserve champs in the junior Siubblef
ield. Murray. by . 6th, Susan bletield. Murray. 711d, Kathy Jo SILT
1116,
blot
Murray
Tenn
Bluff.
Beech
Blankenship.
show while Gwen Browder of
2nd. Jarrow
and
1st,
2
COW
OLD
YEAR
Selling at the homeplace of the late Mr. Wel- South Fulton had the grand 1 YEAR OLD COW 1st. James Wilson.

r.

0
n.
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DairyShow
Attracts
Big Field

ALFORD'S AUCTION SERVICE

- Antiques
-New and Used Furniture

COUNT VOROA

(We Buy, Sell or Trade)

vampire

THE THRIFT SHOP

PUBLIC SALE
Saturday, September 9 at 10:00 a. m.

don King, located I/2 mile east of Fulton, Ky.
on 129, State Line road.
BREAKING UP HOUSEKEEPING
AND GONE TO REST HOME
Mrs. Thos (Sue) Bruce, 472-2517 or Mrs. Chas
Bushart, 479-1867, power of attorneys for
MRS. WELDON (LULA) KING, Owner
CoL Rubert Ainley, Auctioneer
PHONE 822-3593 or 472-1371
Licensed & Bonded - Ky.& Tenn. No.6

champion and Freeman Brimdige of Martin had the reserve in
the open show.
Christy Jo Wild of Dukedom
showed the grand champion
Ayshire and Steve Rogers of
Fulton the reserve in the junior
show while Christy Joe Wild of
had
the grand
Dukedom
champion and Gwen Browder ol
South Futton the reserve in the
open show.
Results of the Junior Dairy
Show are as follows:

Buy & Sall "The Alnky Auction Way"

JUNIOR DAIRY

PUBLIC AUCTI
-John Harville Dairy Herd DispersalThursday, September 14, 1972-10:00 A. M.
Rain or Shine-Sale Under Cover
-PARIS, TENNESSEESale will held on the farm B miles southwest of Paris and 2 miles north of Henry. Turn off
2 miles west of Paris on to Camp Tyson blacktop, take first blacktop to right,
1
Hwy. 54 2/
then 1st gravel to left, 1 14 miles to farm, turn off Hwy. 79 at Henry, farm is 2 miles
north. Follow sale arrows.

QUITTING DUE TO HEALTH
-HIGH GRADE HOLSTEINS - Sell In Complete Dispersion
30 - FIRST CALF HEIFERS -(Either just fresh or due within 30 days), 59 - HOLSTEIN COWS, -2- HOLSTEIN BULLS (I Registered),- 17 - HOLSTEIN HEIFERS
(Just Bred) -9- HOLSTEIN HEIFERS (14 Mos. Old) - 10 - HOLSTEIN HEIFERS
HOLSTEIN HEIFERS (Baby)
(12 Mos. Old) - - HOLSTEIN HEIFERS (Young)-

Hollow Rock. 2nd. Phillip BlanliNsthp,
Beech Bluff 3rd. James Wilson. Hollow
Rock Oh Phillip Blankenship. Beech Bluff
4 YEAR OLD COW
1st. James Wilson,
Hollow Rock, 2nd. Phillip BINkenshd.
3rd. James Wilson. Hollow
erect, Bluff
Rock. Oh Susan Blankenship. Beech Bluff

Wilson. Hollow Rock. 3rd, Randall
Blankenship, Beech Bluff. 410 Rieke
Roberts. Union City. ST, Kathy Jo ShAs
defteld. Murray. Oh, Krit Stubblefield.
Murray. Tth, Susan Blankenship. Beech
Bluff
1st. FrNm•n
HEIFER CALF
JR

Class Taltaarnam

EARLY SR CALF Ise, Michael Brun
did., Merlin
1st, Freeman Arun
LATE SR CALF
doge. Martin
1st. Michael
YEARLING CALF
JR
Brundidge, Martin
SR YEARLING 1st. MIChael BruNidge,
Martin
7 YEAR OLD COW 151, Gwen Browder,
Fulton
1st M.chaal
PRODUCT OF DAM
Brundidpe, Martin
JR HEIFER CALF 1st. and 2nd. Sandra
Lou stars. Murray. 3rd. Robert Hobbs,
Slew Roger,. Fulton, 5th
Mayliek0.
Christy Jo WHO. Dukadem
EARLY SR CALF 1st, Robert Hobbs,
Mayfield. 2nd. David Hobbs. Mayfield, Jed
Sandra Los Stark, Murray. Of, Jerry Pat
Stark, Murray, 5th, David Roger., Fulton
1st, Rodney S Cud*,
LATE SR CALF
2nd, Sandra Lou Stark,
Hickory. Ky
Murray. 3.1, David Hobbs, MayfiaM, 6111
Jerry Pat Stark. Murray. 5th, David Hobbs.
meyf ield
JR YEARLING CALF 1st, Sonata Lou
Starks. Murray. 2nd, David Hobbs,
Maylie1d, 3rd. Robert Hobbs, Mayfield. an,,
Sandra Lou Stfok, Murray. Sth, Tonya
Rowe Holt, Dresden
SR YEARLING CALF 1st. Sandra Lou
Stark. Murray. 2nd, Robert Hobbs,
Mayfield. 3rd. David Hobbs, Mayfield; on.
Sandra Lou Stark, Murray; ST, Larry
Mollie, Fulton
1st, Robert Hobbs,
2 YEAR OLD COW
Mayfield, 2nd. Robert Hobbs. Mayfield, 3rd,
Sandra Lou Stark. Murray. 4th, Sandra Lou

1st. Michael Bryn
EARLY SR CALF
doge. Martin
1st. Michael
JR YEARLING HEIFER
Brundidoe, Martin
Ist. Michael
SR YEARLING HEIFER
Brundidge, Marlin
7 YEAR OLD COW 1st Gwen Browder,
Fulton

Class 5-14elstetn

JR HEIFER CAL F 151 and 706. Sandra
3rd, Robert Hobbs,
Lou Stark, Murray
Mayfield, Oh, Steve ROpers. Mayfield. ST,
Christy Joe Wilds. Dukedom
1st. Robert Hobbs,
- EARLY SR CALF
Stark,
Mayfield, by , 2nd, Sandra Lou
Murray. 3rd. David Ropers. Fulton AM.
Katrina Wilds, Dukedom
151 Rodney S Cud.,
LATE SR CALF
Hickman. 2nd, Sandra Lou Stark. Murray,
3rd, David Hobbs. MaytInId•
1st. senora
JR YEARLING HEIFER
Lou Stark, Murray, 7.1. Robert Hobbs,
Mayfield, 3rd, Sandra Lou Stark. Murray,
In,. Tanya Renee Holt, Dresden, Ph. Steve
Rogers, Fulton 6th. Kirk Coley, Martin
1st, Sandra
SR YEARLING HEIFER
Lou Stark. Murray, 2nd, Robert Hobbs.
Mayfield, 3rd, Sandra Lou Stark, Murray
1SC Robert Hobbs,
7 YEAR OLD COW
Mayfield 2nd. Sandra Lou Starks, Murray.
7n71, Sandra Lou stoma. Murray
1st, Sandra Lou
3 YEAR OLD COW
Murray. 2nd. Katrina Wilds,
Dukedom
1st, David Hobbs,
4 YEAR OLD COW
Mayfield. 2nd. and 3rd. Sandra Lou Stark„
Murray
151, Steve Rogers,
CALF
HEIFER
JR
Fulton, 7nd, Christy Jo Wilds, Dukedom,
1rd, Steve Rogers, FultOn
1st. Steve Rogers,
EARLY SR CALF
South Fulton, 2nd, Laura Mollie. Fulton
SR YEARLING HEIFER 1st. Steve
Roger. Fulton. 2nd and 3r0. Gwen Brownie,
Fulton. Oh. Jeff Mollie. Fulton
7 YEAR OLD COW Ill, Christy Jo Wilde,

Brundidpe, Martin

an,.

Stark, Murray

3 YR OLD COW Isl, Sandra Lou Stark,
Murray. 2.0. Jerry Pal Stark, Murray. Sod,
Katrina Wikls. Dukedom
4 YR

OLD COW

MI, David

Hobbs.

Mayfield. 2nd. Sandra Lou Stark, Murray,
3rd. David Hobbs, Mayfield. Oh Sandra Lou

Stark. Murray

1st, Sandra Lou
PRODUCT OF DAM
Stark. Murray. 2nd, David Hobbs, Mayfield.
Dukedom. 2nd and 3rd, Gwen Browdeii7
3rd, Sandra Lou Stark, Murray
Fulton
Hoff and
Robert
1st,
SIRE
OF
GET
7 YEAR OLD COW 1st and 2nd, Gwen
Katrina Wilds, 2nd, Sandra Lou Stark
Browder, South Fun.
YEAR OLD COW 1st, Gwen Browder,

140

39 Head are in production at this time, many are clue in the next 2 months.
NOTE: At this sale you will have the opportunity to purchase the results+ of 15
years of dairying, breeding & management. This herd has been culled consistently. The
majority of the herd is younger animals. Breeding dates and DHIA records will be furnished the day of sale. T. B. and bangs accrediated.- 111113 LBS. of AMPI Base
MILKING EQUIPMENT: SOO Gal. Zero Tank, Pipeline and 3 Surge Milking Units, Etutro-Brain.- FARMING EQUIPMENT: Gehl Flail Chopper, International Silage Cutter
with corn and grass header (2 row), Kehl Chuckwagon.

HELP WANTED
Sewing machine operators needed. Experienced or non-experienced. Paid vacations,
paid holidays, company paid insurance plan.
Equal opportunity employer. Call for appointment or come by between 7 a. m. and 4 p. m.
Monday thru Friday.

A Pre-Auction Inspection Is Invited, For More Information Contact .

JOHN HARVILLE, ROUTE 1. HENRY,TENN. PHONE 243-2282

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
11.71101
First Federal Bldg., martin. Tennnina
Wendell Alexander, 364-2455
Marvin Alexander, 587-4568

1.1conss Number 47
Terry Oliver, 344-2709

TYLE
THE FLARE
LOOK
Fashion with a flare. Today's perfectly
natural look ... perfectly stated. Bump toe.
Hefty heel. Beautiful all qver. Have it
your way. Put your foot down for style.
Take to the Flare.

Put your
.1mu down.lor

ROBERTS

PHONE 479-1431

For More Information, Contact
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, AUCTIONEER

*
Put yourfool down.

Henry I. Siegel Company,Inc.

Bay Family Shoe Store
220 Lake Street

Fulton

SLICED

Eldorado Shrimp
Sunbright Bacon

INAARAND SRO PPM
,114 06.1••

VIRGINIA

RAT RITE

Skinless Wieners.
Bologna
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JOIN TIE CROWD!

Thousands of your neighbors have checked A&P WEO prices.
They keep coming back because we really cutfood costs!
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EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
HERZ
STRAMED
BABY FOOD
CMPIELLS
TOMATO .01
SOUP -

We're determined to bring you the best overall savings.
For a lower total food bill,switch to Wild Warehouse Prices!

TREASURE CHEST
JACKPOT WORTH

Consolation
Winner

9 a.m. until 7 p.m.

Fulton, Ky.

Grade 'A'

•

WE ACCEPT
U.S.D.A. FOOD
COUPONS

I
I

6- Pkgs.

KOOL AID

25c

39c

T-BONE

HOT SAUCE 2 - 2 14-oz. Bottles 29c

49c

Quart

!Isom

8 oz
an

CHILI WITH BEANS 303 Can _ _ 39c

HELLMAN'S

KELLY'S

Lara
Lynn

CRACKERS

lb.
box

SALTINES

49c

Lb. 49c

LIVER

25 PICNICS

Detergent

FRESH

GT. NORTHERN BEANS 303 Can 10c

SOAP

WYLER'S

CHIEF CHUM

CORN
ORANGE DRINK

79c

Tall Can

Lb. 59c

LIVER

3 lb.
can

89c

Pkg.

PIZZA

TRADEWINDS — 14-0Z.

Asst. Flavors I/2 Gal. 39c

DRINKS

10c

Box

SALT

79c

FISH STICKS
HUSH PUPPIES

$1.00

3 For

BACON
Matey

25 lb.
bag

5 lb.
bag

16 oz.
can

Sacramento
Purchase of
24 $7.95

269

SHORTENING

3- Lb.Can _ _ _ 79c

TURNER'S

ICE MILK

1/2 Gallon

_ 4419c

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

EGGS Grade A Medium Doz. __ lc
With This Coupon and $7.50 Additional Purchase. Excluding Cig. - Tobacco - Milk, Milk
Products,

VIM After Soptembor 11, 1912

POTATOES

Apple, Peach,
Cherry, Coconut
and Custard

Golden
Ripe

no. 2 1/2 $11
cans

19 oz. $111
pkgs.

lbs.

FIRM FRUIT

2 Lb.Bag

35c

TOKAY

TOMATO SAUCE 8-8-oz. Cans $1.00

GRAPES

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

100 — S H GREEN STAMPS — 100
With This Coupon and $7.50 Purchase.
Excluding Cig. - Tobacco - Milk. Milk
Products.
$15.00 Purchase Necessary to use both Stamp
and Egg Coupon.

Lb. 19c

GREENS

CONTADINA

Void After Sorititmber 12, 1972

TEXAS

HOME-GROWN

FROZEN FRENCH FRIES

RICHTEX

MORTON FRUIT

GREAT NORTHERN DRY

PURINA

TOP KICK

Limit
of
10

kgosz. $1
p2
l

tall
can

EVAPORATED

th,

1b.79

3
15 FISH STICKS
MILK
PIES
DOG FOOD DOG MEAL BEANS
3
239
50 69
25
2
3 BANANAS
PEACH
Carnation

sa
to

SLAB SLICED

TRADEWINDS — 1 LB. PKGS.

LIBERTY

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 46-oz. Can 49c

Ai!Dog

lb.
pkg.

SHASTA

BIG TEX

69
12 oz.
450
pkg.

303
cans

Cream Style

1/2 Gallon _ _ _ 49c

Hot

SAUSAGE - PEPPERONI - CHEESE

Pride of
Illinois

ORCHARD

lb.

$419
HAMS
5 89c BACON Miss Liberty 790

Bath Size Bar ea. _ _ 10c

SALMON

2 Pkgs. _ _ _ 25c

3 lbs. or
more

••

ARMOUR ZIP-TOP

BEEF

WOODBURY

LEMONADE MIX

17

1/2
gal.

HAMBURGER

GIANT SIZE

JOAN OF ARC

1b490

Fresh

MILK

19 1/2 oz.
box

Lb. $1.09

PIMENTO CHEESE

CAKE MIX
39c 590 gall'
100
79t HOT DOGS
TIDE
SOUP

10 1/2 oz.
can

Lb. 89c

CUTLETS

MISS LIBERTY

DUNCAN HINES

CAMPBELL'S TOMATO

$11

HOME-MADE

PORK

LUNCHEON MEAT 12-oz. Can

69c

pies

PORK

Lb. 79c

SAUSAGE

5

Mort"

CRADDOCK

KELLY'S

$1.29

2 Lbs.

BACON

Lb. $1.39

STEAK

6:39 POTPIES

Dixie
Pride

FRENCH DRESSING 16-oz. Bot. 59c
Quart

DIXIE

CLUB

F RANKS

PARTY PAK

Lb. $1.69

STEAK

89c

2 For

DINNERS

b59

FIRST
CUT

Chuck

TV

25' Roll

MAYONNAISE

WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

ROAST

doz. II

with coupon

Medium

DIAMOND

PICKLES Sweet

Y:
RT
BE
LI
*
i...
....
....
...... **

OPEN ON SUNDAYS

LOIS WORKMAN

$300
EGGS
FOIL

Martin Highway
So. Fulton, Tenn.
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ORANGES

Dozen

49c

PASCHALL

Lb. 39c

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
RAINBARREL
•

FABRIC SOFTENER

Med. Stalk each _ _ _ 19c

CELERY
FOLGER'S

99c

With This Coupon. No Other Purchase
Reg. $1.49
Necessary

COFFEE

6-oz. Jar

With This Coupon - No Other Purchase Necessary.
SAVE 34c

SAVE 50c
Void Aftor Settfornber 12, 1972

89c

Void After Sopterititer 12, 1972

ct

Fulton, Ky,

Thursday, Sept. 7, 1972

Magnavox
introduces Modular
100% SOLID-STATE
Color TV with
exclusive
VIDEOMATIC
Your choice of three styles—all with the new Modular 100%
Solid -State Chassis, Total Automatic Color System with exclusive
Videomatic . plus huge 25' diagonal screen. Mediterranean styling
model 7546 (shown) . . . Early American and Contemporary. too.

Come see the first color television that
watches you! The Videomatic Electronic
watches the light you watch tesion,..
by and automatically adjusts your picture for. .
color, brightness and contrast. Pull a drape and flood the
room with sunlight—or turn the lights down low at night.
The Videomatic Electronic Eye constantly responds to
changing light conditions to give you a bright, clear, sharp
picture day or night . . automatically!

The new Magnavox Modular Chassis,
the SS-100 . is 100% Solid - State — utterly
reliable. Not a single tube to heat up or burn
out. Should servicing ever become necessary —it's no big deal. Plug-in circuit panels, modules and
transistors let your serviceman fix what's wrong without
the expense of replacing what's still right.

Instant Automatic Fine Tuning—remembers" the precise setting for every station signal and keeps it locked in for a
perfectly-tuned, precise picture on every
channel, every time—instantly and automatically!

Automatic Tint Control—brings natural
flesh tones. No green people. No purple
ptopte.,You'll always see "people" people
on a Magnavox, on every scene, on every
channel —automatically I
Automatic Chrome Circuit—reduces
variations in color intensity—and gives more
uniform color from station to station.

)

The Brilliant Matrix Picture Tube—incorporates today's most advanced tube technology . Every color dot is completely
surrounded by opaque blackness to reduce
light reflections and to give you far better contrast—for far
more brilliance! The screen is ultra-rectangular, too!

••-•-•-•-•-•
•••••••.
•••••••••
••••••••
0•••••••11
,
..•••••9

WARRANTY
ONE FULL YEAR PARTS AND SERVICE. If
anything goes wrong with your TV during the
first year and it's Magnavox's fault, it will be
repaired—with no charge for labor or parts.
And, if your picture tube becomes defective
within two years, it will be exchanged for a
new tube. In the first year, Magnavox pays
for installation; in the second year, you do.

Magpificent breakfront styling—to enhance your home . .
whilAringing you superb 25'diagonal viewing with all the advanced
Magnavox features detailed at lett. Your choice of Early American
model 7584 (shown), Mediterranean and Contemporary styles.

Compact 25" All Solid-State Console
Space-saving model 7540, in smart contemporary styling,
offers the new Magnavox Modular 100% Solid-State
Chassis for more performance, reliability and serviceability
than ever before . . . the Magnavox Total Automatic Color
System (less Videomatic) for color-right, perfectly-tuned
pictures—on every channel, every time—automatically • .
plus a Matrix picture tube for better contrast and far more
brightness. Truly a remarkable value, it's backed by
our best Magnavox Color
TV Warranty, ever!
Dramatic fine furniture with tambour doors--as beautiful to
see off, as it is on f Mediterranean styling, model 7596, also has a 25'
diagonal screen, as well as all features above left for outstanding
viewing. Early American, Contemporary and Aegean styles, too.
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USDA CHOICE BLADE CUT CHUCK

590
LB.
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ROAST HAMBURGER SAUSAGE

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

USDA CHOICE BONELESS CHUCK

ROAST

GROUND FRESH SEVERAL TIMES DAILY

CRADDOCK'S

ROAST
LB.

USDA CHOICE CENTER CUT CHUCK

69c

LB.

ROAST

89c

LB.

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

ROAST

LB.

1 Lb. 79c
2 Lbs. $1.58

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

EXTRA LEAN BONELESS STEW

USDA CHOICE ENGLISH CUT

USDA CHOICE ARM

890

59c

LB.

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

HOT OR MILD

79

BEEF

89t

LB.

CHECK AND COMPARE OUR MEAT PRICES,
E. W. JAMES & SONS SELLS FOR LESS
SLAB

Lb. 79c

SLICED BACON
BARBECUE

$1.00

5 For

SANDWICHES

12 OZ. PKG.

KREY ALL MEAT

59

FRANKS

REELFOOT

— SLICED LUNCHEON MEATS

HAMBURGERS

$1.00

5 For

P&P LOAF, BEEF and BACON, BOLOGNA, PEPPERED
LOAF, LIVER CHEESE, SPICE LUNCHEONS

BARBECUE

Lb. $1.49

PORK

6-oz. Pkg. _ _ 45c

KREY

BARBECUE

ALL MEAT BOLOGNA

Lb. 69c

WE ACCEPT
S. GOVERNMENT
D STAMPS

AND ADDITIONAL $7.50
PURCHASE EXCLUDING
MILK & TOBACCO PRODUCTS

Kraft
MIRACLE
WHIP

E. W. JAMES & SONS
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

ARMOUR

LUS DEPOSIT

VIENNA SAUSAGE 5-oz. 4 Cans $1.00'

[
PPP.DISHWASHING LIQUID

COKES & DR.PEPPER 32-oz. 4 for 99c
OUR FAVORITE CUT

GREEN BEANS

JOY

22 OZ.

303 SIZE

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

6 CANS

77c

COFFEE

CHARMIN BATHROOM

Lb. Can 91c

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

9-LIVES 6/
1
2-0Z. CAN

29c

1/2 GAL.

GALLON

S9C

$1.17

16 OZ. LOAF19

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

5 Cans _ $1.00

69c

28-oz.

3 FOR

46 OZ.
PLUS

HARTS10

TOMATO CATSUP

IVORY LIQUID

QsTijAAmLIF7

32-oz.

79c

$1 00

SCANS

GRAPE OR ORANGE DRINK__ __ 39c

394

$1 00
4 FOR

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

NESTEA

SALTINE

•••••••••1.a••••11•6•11•101•••4.6.•

Lb. 29c

INSTANT TEA

3-oz.

$1.09

111•5•••••.•14•41/L•

BANANAS LB.
•

303 SIZE

SAUCE

MERIT

20-oz. ____ 39c

PEAS

49c

14 OZ.

8
9C
STOKELY'S

15-oz. Box

CHRIS & PITTS BARBEQUE

JUICE

PEARS
303 SIZE

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

STOKELY'S — 46-0Z.

CLEANER

STOKELY'S TOMATO

BABY FOOD

CHEERIOS

4 SEIVE

LYSOL

BEAN 'POT' BEANS

394
AY
SCHOOL -if:I—

BREAD

HEINZ STRAINED

[
JARS 8
9
t

$100
HYDE PARK

BUSH'S — 303 SIZE

2 Cans

320Z.

SUGAR 5 lb. bag 60C— 10 lb. bag $1.37

MILK

SWEET

45

5 CANS

E. W. JAMES AND SONS

TISSUE

GATORADE

30
3 SIZE

GODCHAUX

FOLGER'S OR MAXWELL HOUSE

CHEER

CAT FOOD

CORN

STYLE

STOKLEY'S

$100

REG.51446

4 ROLL
PKG.

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

CREAM

GIANT SIZE

Lb. 69c

CHICKENS

USE COUPON AT BOTTOM OF PAGE

•

4.
11•••••••• vvvvv •

WITH THIS COUPON
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

32 OZ.

t
19

And additional $7.50 purchase. Excluding
Milk and Tobacco Products. Limit 1 Coupon
Per Family. E. W. James & Sons.
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
Offer Expires Wednesday, Sept 13. 1972

This ad good Thursday September 7th thru Wednesday September 13th, 1972

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
.
A0 LIMIT QUANITIES

PE.W.JA ES 0. SONS
"MAXI-SAVINGS"

T

SUPERMARKET'
....•1•111•

k

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY

